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In 1936, the Malaysia Chinese Mission Conference was formed as an autonomous Methodist Conference operating largely in Malaya and Singapore. Current research on this community has largely focused on a narrow geographical area. However, the MCMC (later renamed as the Malaysia Chinese Annual Conference, or MCAC for short) was a regional community, consisting of multiple Chinese Methodist congregations bound together by the Methodist ethos of “connectionalism”. These connections allow for the communication of ideas and the shaping of a united community.  This thesis studies the trans-border community-building process of the Chinese-speaking Methodists of Malaya and Singapore.  Their sense of community and identity at each point of time was the product of the intersection of Chinese overseas nationalism, Christian theologizing, and the Church periodical that shaped their view of the world and themselves. The Chinese Methodists of Malaya and Singapore changed from a community that was highly concerned with events in China, to one that was localized within Southeast Asia, due largely to the needs and opportunities of the Malayan Emergency. Throughout this time, the Chinese Methodists of Malaya and Singapore were connected to a wider evangelical transnational network that became a key part of the Chinese Methodist identity. This thesis thus draws together the fields of Chinese overseas studies and world Christianity to explain the changing communal identity of the Chinese Methodists of Malaya and Singapore.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
“Ultimately the house of common fate was – as it would be for millennia – 
built from words” 
- Simon Schama1 
 
Rescuing Church History from the Nation?2 
This thesis seeks to examine the history of the Chinese Methodists in Malaysia 
and Singapore by focusing on the Church leaders’ ideas of what a Chinese 
Christian community should be, and the processes by which such a community 
was created.3 Recent trends in the studies of the Chinese in Southeast Asia and 
of world Christianity suggest that the history of this particular community can 
contribute to these studies.4  However, such a history has not been written; 
furthermore, current histories on the Methodist denomination in Singapore and 
Malaysia have shortcomings that restrict their potential contribution to the study 
of either of those two contexts. This thesis hopes to tell this fuller story by 
paying attention to the regional “connectionalism” of the Chinese Methodists: 
                                                            1 Simon Schama, The Story of the Jews, (New York: Ecco, 2013) 2 The title of the section is adapted from Pransenjit Duara’s influential book on Chinese history, Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of Modern China (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995) 3 In this thesis, I will use “Church”, in its capitalized form, in two ways. The first is to denote the ecclesial and institutional structure of the Methodist Church, whether in Malaysia or Singapore, as a whole. The second usage of the capitalized form would be when it is part of a proper noun, such as “Hinghwa Methodist Church”. The non-capitalized form, “church”, will be used to refer to local congregations, such as “the church in Telok Ayer”.  4 The majority of the Christian population in Singapore and Malaysia are of Chinese descent. This thesis will focus largely on the Chinese Methodist community that started as predominantly Chinese-speaking (in the various Chinese vernaculars, such as Hokkien, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Foochow) churches, and later organized into the Chinese Annual Conference in 1936. Even though many of these churches eventually started English-speaking services, they retained the historical memory and culture of the Chinese Annual Conference. I will use the terms “Chinese Methodists” to refer to those ethnically Chinese Methodists who were affiliated to the Chinese Conference. “Chinese-speaking Methodists” will be used when there is a need to distinguish between those who mainly used Chinese from those who did not.  
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the flow of ideas, the shaping of affiliations, and the connections built through 
the exchange of information via print. 
Naturally, the research process started in the Archives and Library of the 
Methodist Church of Singapore, where I encountered an important historical 
source – the 南钟 Nanzhong, or Southern Bell (SB). The SB was started in 1927 
as the newsletter of the Chinese-speaking Methodist community, and was 
distributed to Malaya, Singapore, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and the Southern 
Philippines, as well as China. The newsletter offers the possibility of writing an 
intellectual or cultural history of a trans-border, Chinese Christian community 
However, the holdings of the SB at the Archives are incomplete. Volumes one 
to six (1927 – 1932) are missing, as are the volumes published from 1941 to 
1961. Incomplete archival holdings are part and parcel of the frustrations of 
being a historian, but this particular incident is indicative of a larger issue. When 
I enquired about the Chinese Annual Conference (CAC) of the Methodist 
Church of Singapore,5 I was told that the Conference was not keen to search for 
and to keep a set of the SB because it is today a “Malaysian” publication. At the 
point of writing, there is still no complete set of documents in Singapore, and 
the collection held in the Malaysian CAC headquarters remains inconvenient to 
access except to Malaysian Methodist pastors. Notions of national boundaries 
(and the bureaucratic walls that protect these boundaries) have thus prevented 
the possibility of completing the source collection. It was only after several 
                                                            5  The Methodist Church in Singapore, as well as Malaysia, is organized in the form of “Conferences” distinguished by language. For example, the Emmanuel Tamil Conference of the Methodist Church in Singapore is, today, made up of eight churches for the Tamil-speaking people in Singapore (though within each Conference, preaching is done in more than one language). Each Conference is subsequently accountable to the General Conference, presided over by the Bishop. 
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months of “negotiations” that I was finally welcome to peruse the SB holdings 
of the Malaysian CAC. 
The idea/concept of a “national” archive has obvious limitations in this 
context. Here, I use the term to denote any archive (in this case, specifically that 
of the Methodist Church in Singapore) that understands knowledge to function 
within national boundaries, and thus, keeps materials regarding events within 
the national space.  Penelope Papailias makes the point that history is often 
territorialized. Space, and especially national space, is taken to be static, and 
history as that which plays out on this static space. Consequently, historical 
agents are bounded in national space. 6  The myopia of this particular archival 
practice mirrors the way that histories of the Methodists in Malaysia and 
Singapore are written. This historiography, both works specifically on the 
Chinese community and those on the Church in general, has largely been 
structured within national boundaries, and many studies are focused even more 
narrowly upon the local community within a particular city or state.  
These attempts at remembering and explaining the past come in different 
forms. In terms of volume, locally produced church histories (often in the form 
of commemorative books) make up the largest share. These commemorative 
books are published by individual local churches, and also by the Church or its 
constituent Conferences. Some Church members have also undertaken more 
serious (but nonetheless, non-academic) studies. Finally, there are scholarly 
                                                            6 Penelope Papailias, Genres of Recollection: Archival Poetics and Modern Greece, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005) p.54 
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works done on particular local components of the larger Chinese Methodist 
community.  
The commemorative books tend to comprise mainly chronicles of 
important events such as the church’s founding and the completion of new 
buildings. In terms of people, there usually is a focus on the founding pastor, 
and the individual pastors who oversaw big changes in the church. Finally, their 
narrative follows a template of church founding, revival or growth, new 
committees or ministries, a large emphasis on what the church is currently doing, 
and frequent references to divine support. In 1996, the CAC of Singapore 
published a booklet commemorating its own history, from its inception till 
1996.7 This booklet follows the same format, and reads like a compilation of 
the same collection of facts as the individual church commemorative books.  
These books are meant to record heritage rather than history. French 
sociologist Daniele Hervieu-Leger argues that in the modern world, religiosity 
is characterised by identification with an ancient chain of memory. Both 
institutional religion (such as the Catholic Church in France, which is one of the 
main subjects of Hervieu-Leger’s work) and new, modern religiosities, try to 
root themselves in a historical community, sharing an unbroken chain of 
memory into antiquity. Hence, the construction of memory papers over 
historical changes and divergences.8 This is contrasted with history, which often 
                                                            7 Xinjiapo Weili Gonghui Huaren Nianyihui Wenxianbu (Chinese Annual Conference of the Methodist Church in Singapore, Board of Literature), Xinjiapo Weili Gonghui Huaren Nianyihui Jiaohui shilue (Brief History of the Chinese Annual Conference of the Methodist Church in Singapore), (Singapore: Xinjiapo Weili Gonghui Huaren Nianyihui Chubanbu, 1997) 8 Daniele Hervieu-Leger, Religion as a Chain of Memory (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000), pp.175-176 
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investigates how “the past is a foreign country”.9 Hervieu-Leger’s sociological 
argument helps us to understand the impulse that chroniclers of a community’s 
heritage often have when reconstructing history. Those interested in heritage 
tend to show an unbroken identity from the past to the present, anchored in the 
passing down of a shared historical memory, papering over actual historical 
changes.   
Each narrative produced by a Methodist church claims continuity from 
the distant past, usually starting with John Wesley. It then jumps to the first 
Methodist missionaries who arrived in Singapore in 1885. Then, the history of 
the individual church is narrated from its founding till the present day. This 
narrative is uncritically reproduced in each re-telling, with each later publication 
updated only with new details. However, it can be suggested that this approach 
gives a false sense of continuity over the long term; as several academic works 
have already pointed out, the identities of church communities in Singapore 
have changed over time. Factors for these changes include changes in state 
linguistic policy, 10  church leadership, 11  and historical mind-set affecting 
Christians’ self-perceptions.12 Such divergences and changes in direction are 
not captured in these church-produced books. Furthermore, while these works 
cover most of what are taken to be important events, they do not tell us anything 
                                                            9 David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). 10 Koh Kai Beng, Gabriel, “The development of the Mandarin and dialect church in Singapore 1950-2003”, Honours thesis, NUS History Department, 2003 
11 朱峰 Zhu Feng, “基督教与海外华人的文化适应 Jidujiao yu haiwai Huaren de Wenhua shiying Christianity and Culture Accomodation of Chinese Overseas – The Case Study on Chinese Methodist Community in Sarawak ”, PhD Dissertation, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2004 12 Robbie Goh, “Singapore's 'Two YMCAs': Christianity, Colonialism, and Ethnic Fault Lines”, Crossroads, v. 18, 2, 2007, pp.29–64, discusses the changing perceptions by Chinese Christians of Western missionaries. 
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about how the Church or its members think of who they are in relation to other 
Chinese Christians, or to their society.  
Other works of history (as opposed to heritage and memory), such as 
those by Shih Toong Siong and Zhu Feng, pay more attention to socio-cultural 
developments. Shih’s The Foochows of Sitiawan is an amateur historian’s 
attempts to narrate the history of his own community. Sitiawan (in the 
Malaysian state of Perak) started as a Chinese Christian settler colony.13 A large 
portion of the earliest settlers went there under contract with the British colonial 
government through the Methodist Episcopal Church, because the British 
outsourced the search for labour to the Methodists in China. Shih narrates the 
history of a migrant community settling in Sitiawan, how its social structures 
changed as more migrants came in to the area, and the role of the Methodist 
Church as the proportion of Christians among the Sitiawan population dropped. 
A similar approach is taken up by Zhu Feng in his PhD dissertation, 
though from the position of an academic “outsider” rather than an “insider” like 
Shih. He traces the development of Sarawak, and Sibu in particular, from a 
small Chinese Christian agricultural colony to a Chinese town with a strong 
Christian influence and heritage. It is largely narrated as a form of social history, 
documenting changes in living conditions and governance structures. The 
community described in Zhu’s dissertation appears intensely local in its mental 
horizons, being extremely inward looking and caught up with issues of survival 
                                                            13  A settler colony is the term used to describe colonies that emerge when settlers from elsewhere migrate and settle in a region, taking over the land in the process. Shih Toong Siong, The Foochows of Sitiawan: a historical perspective, (Sitiawan, Perak: Persatuan Kutien Daerah Manjung, 2004) 
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and its own well-being.14 Yet, these local accounts are insufficient. The leaders 
of the local Christian communities would have had wider regional mental 
horizons, shaped in part by Conference and church publications, like the SB. 
Thus, the focus on the local at the expense of the regional does not do full justice 
to the histories of the Christian communities of Sibu and Sitiawan. 
Other works of history try to narrate the story of the Methodist Church 
within the framework of the nation-state, such as the recently published From 
Mission to Church, by Earnest Lau. This book, subtitled “the evolution of the 
Methodist Church in Singapore and Malaysia: 1885-1976”, takes on the 
narrative of a missionary founding, followed by World War Two, the 
“awakening” of the local leaders, then the handing over of leadership to the 
latter by the missionaries. Lau’s history generally neglects the history of the 
Chinese-speaking congregations, with a disproportionate emphasis upon the 
role of the English-speaking Malayan Annual Conference, and later, the 
national General Conference as a whole. Thus, the sections of his book where 
the Chinese-speaking Methodists are featured are mostly limited to their voting 
patterns in the making of key decisions such as the structure of the Church after 
independence, and reports on the state of the Chinese-speaking churches after 
World War Two.15 While these were important events, Lau’s account of them 
is merely a matter of factual reporting – how many members were left in the 
Church, and so on. What did the pastors think of the role of the Church in society, 
and amongst the Chinese, in the aftermath of a traumatic event like war? Lau’s 
historical account does not shed light on these questions. The histories of the 
                                                            14 Zhu Feng, “Jidujiao yu haiwai Huaren” 15 Earnest Lau, From Mission to Church – The Evolution of the Methodist Church in Singapore and Malaysia: 1885 – 1976, (Singapore: Genesis Books, 2008) pp. 231-295, pp.165-169 
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Tamil and Chinese communities in their own right are neglected. Moreover, he 
only has one reference to a CAC produced source – the February 1967 issue of 
SB.16 His study focuses largely on the narrative of institutional development, 
resulting in the loss of a regional perspective, and the possibility of studying 
Chinese Christian culture. 
The works discussed thus far they share a narrow emphasis on a small 
geographical area. Yet, the histories of the CAC in Singapore and Malaysia are 
closely intertwined and can be narrated at a more “macro” level. In fact, the 
history of the Methodist denomination cannot be bound within any national 
boundary, because the denomination itself is a global movement, with 
institutions and processes in place to maintain its coherence despite the 
geographical distances and cultural differences involved. 
A recent undergraduate thesis by Koh Tiang Peng makes use of the SB 
more extensively to reconstruct the history around evangelist John Sung’s 
rallies in Southeast Asia. He uses this history to interrogate the memory of Sung 
held in the Chinese Methodist churches in Singapore. By taking their 
publications seriously, Koh is able to show up important issues in the history of 
the Chinese Methodist community, such as the use of revivalist techniques for 
church growth, and how they were inter-connected in a larger web of trans-
border Chinese Christianity. 17  This thesis will seek to elaborate on these 
connections more thoroughly, over a longer time period, to show how these 
networks changed in response to world events. 
                                                            16 Lau, “Bibliography”, Mission to Church, p.299 17 Koh Tiang Peng, “Sung and Unsung: John Sung’s Place in the Memory and 1930s History of Singapore’s Chinese Methodist Churches”, Honours Thesis, NUS History Department, 2014 
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Connectionalism and Print 
At its inception in 1885, the Methodist mission in Singapore and Malaya 
was termed the Methodist mission in Malaysia. When the Chinese-speaking 
pastors and churches set up an autonomous Chinese Conference in 1936, 
overseeing Chinese-speaking congregations in British Malaya, the Dutch Indies 
and the Philippines, it was named the Malaysia Chinese Mission Conference 
(MCMC), later the Malaysia Chinese Annual Conference (MCAC). The term 
“Malaysia” in pre-colonial and colonial usage denoted a wider geographical 
space (roughly equivalent to “the East Indies”) rather than the political entity 
that would later bear the same name. The continued usage of the word 
“Malaysia” in the name of the MCAC is contrasted to the use of the word 
“Malaya” for the English-speaking, missionary-led Malaya Annual Conference 
(MAC).  The usage of the term “Malaysia” was to indicate that the scope of 
work of the Chinese Conference was to extend to the rest of the archipelago. 
The Malayan Conference, on the other hand, was the Conference coordinating 
the English and Tamil-speaking mission work in Malaya and Singapore only. 
This was because the non-Chinese-speaking Methodist work in Java and the 
Philippines had already formed their own autonomous “national” Conference 
that was directly accountable to the General Conference in the United States. 
The MCAC was often responsible for Chinese congregations outside of Malaya 
and Singapore (such as those in the Riau islands, or even in Sumatra), while the 
MAC was only responsible for congregations in Malaya and Singapore. 
Methodism in Malaya and Singapore as a regional body, just like the 
rest of the global Methodist family, was driven by the ethos of 
“connectionalism”. Historically, it appears that the word “connectional” was 
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first used by the founder of Methodism, John Wesley, to emphasise that 
anything done in the name of his movement should be done in connection with 
himself.18 This set the tone for the Methodist connectional system until today. 
The Methodist movement was spreading in the 1730s, led by different itinerant 
preachers and autonomous lay leaders without a formal denominational 
structure. Wesley saw the need for the leaders to meet regularly in order to 
create unity and to assert some degree of uniformity in doctrine. He also 
published articles and distributed books as resources for preachers. Towards the 
end of his life, documents that bound Methodist preachers to standards of 
doctrine and ecclesial policy were written to try to keep the movement true to 
Wesleyan roots.19 “Connectionalism” was thus from the beginning a part of 
Methodist lexicon which described how the leaders of the movement remained 
in “connection” with one another through meetings and printed publications. 
Methodism developed a system of districts and regular Conferences 
even in Wesley’s time. 20  When the Methodist movement broke off and 
developed into an ecclesial organization independent of the Church of England, 
expanding worldwide across several continents, the basic “connectional” 
structure was maintained. After American independence, the American and 
British Methodist Churches organized their own Conferences separately, a 
division which was perpetuated in the mission field. Each regional Conference 
                                                            18 John Wesley, “Letter to Charles Wesley, 20 October 1753”, Letters of John Wesley, vol.3, John Telford ed., (London: Epworth Press, 1931). Accessed from http://wesley.nnu.edu/john-wesley/the-letters-of-john-wesley/wesleys-letters-1753/ on 08/08/2015 19 Richard P. Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People Called Methodists (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995) pp.152-154 for how the connections were used to promote unity; pp.154-157 for the usage of print in these connections for the education of the preachers;  see p.292 for the creation of the first Discipline for the American Methodist network, which served the purpose of doctrinal and ecclesial continuity with the British Wesleyan tradition. 20 Ibid., p.145 
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(which from an event where leaders met, became an institution overseeing 
church leaders that met regularly) was further sub-divided into various Districts, 
overseen by District Superintendents. 
Churches planted in the mission fields would also be organized along 
the Conference model. Methodist churches in Southeast Asia were started by 
the American Church, including those in “Malaysia”. In the 1930s, each local 
Methodist congregation was part of a district, and church leaders within each 
district met quarterly. Several districts formed an Annual Conference, in turn 
answerable to a Central Conference, which met once every two or four years.21 
Finally, each Annual Conference would send delegates to the General 
Conference of the Methodist Church in the United States, which was the 
mother-institution.  
The Methodist denomination had become a truly international body by 
the early 20th Century, with missions planted across the world. The American 
Methodist Church was particularly vigorous in its missionary work, partially 
due to the invigorating effects of the Second Great Awakening. The Methodist 
mission in the British colonies of Singapore and Malaya was actually under 
American leadership. As a result of this growth, John Wesley’s vision of 
connectionalism became even more important. In the earlier half of the 
twentieth century, “connectionalism” was maintained through the circulation of 
common doctrinal texts, transmission of ideas through print media and the 
                                                            21  The Southeast Asia Central Conference was set up in 1947 to coordinate the Annual Conferences in the Asia. At that time, there were the Malaysian Chinese Annual Conference, the Sarawak Annual Conference, the Sarawak Iban Provisional Conference, the Burmese Annual Conference, and the Malayan Annual Conference (comprising the English and Tamil churches in the Malayan Peninsula). 
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movement of people across the world-wide Methodist network. The minutes of 
Conference meetings were also published and distributed to all the leaders of 
the Conference. 
Print serves an important role in shaping the world of the readers. David 
William Scott, through his examination of English-language missionary records 
and various Methodist publications, suggests that the Methodist institution and 
print fostered the creation of a “global order”, especially in the minds of 
missionaries and their supporters in the United States. By reading about the 
development of Methodist work around the globe, readers’ knowledge and 
intention towards the world were shaped. The “world” came to be seen as the 
field of Methodist expansionism. 22  “Information about the Methodist 
connection, about common Methodist practice, and about global Methodist 
numbers” became the foundation upon which a global Methodism was 
envisioned.23 Thus, Scott concludes that Methodism truly created a global order, 
as it allowed people who were involved in its mission work to imagine the 
Methodist world as a global community, mediated through Methodism’s 
connections as represented in printed materials. 
A similar effect was at play among the Chinese Methodists in Nanyang, 
though on a smaller scale. The Chinese overseas were largely unable to read the 
English sources produced by the missionaries; instead, they read the Chinese-
language sources produced by the MCAC. This shaped a regional consciousness 
in the minds of the Chinese Methodists in Malaya and Singapore which 
                                                            22 Scott, “Crossroads of Earth and Heaven”. Indeed, such a view is but an echo of Methodist founder John Wesley’s famous quote that “the world is [his] parish”. 23 Ibid., p.339 
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emphasised the ethnic and regional rather than the metropolitan and global. This 
is not to say that the Chinese Methodists of Nanyang were not involved in the 
waves of globalization, as they undoubtedly were, with the usage of print media, 
and more fundamentally by virtue of their adoption of Christianity. However, 
even their interactions with global forces were mediated through regional 
encounters, and their Christianity was inflected through their Chinese cultural 
heritage. Their usage of print media also ought to be seen also in the context of 
the regional explosion of Chinese print material, a response to the confluence 
of rising nationalism and Chinese accumulation of wealth which made print 
capitalism possible. Thus, the starting of the SB in 1927 is a manifestation of a 
global phenomenon, but more significantly, a particular development in the 
history of print media in Southeast Asia. A history of the Chinese Methodists in 
Malaysia and Singapore must take into account the regional outlook and 
character of the community, and the role that print media played in fostering 
it.24  
                                                            




Nanyang Chinese Connections 
As “Chinese” “Christians”, the Chinese Methodists of Nanyang can be 
studied using two different academic lenses: as a Chinese overseas community, 
and as a local manifestation of a world religion. The relationship that has 
attracted the most scholarly attention is the relationship between the Chinese in 
Nanyang and China. In the first half of the twentieth century, the Nanyang 
Chinese became caught up in the waves of nationalism emanating from China, 
and increasingly saw themselves as connected to Chinese in other parts of Asia. 
This reorientation combined with the increasing popularity and accessibility of 
print capitalism, and led to an increase in numbers of Chinese newspapers 
produced in Nanyang in the 1910s to 1920s. These newspapers often exhorted 
readers about China’s perils, and the responsibility of Chinese everywhere to 
aid the motherland.25   
                                                            Chinese languages, print thus also helped the MCAC to overcome barriers in spoken communications. 25 Peng Weibu, Dongnanya huawen baozhi yanjiu A Study of Chinese Newspaper in Southeast Asia (Beijing: shehui kexue wenxian chubanshe Social Sciences Academic Press，2005.) Peng’s argument, however, goes awry when he stretches his analysis to suggest that the existence of a dedicated section of Singapore’s Lianhe Zaobao to news from China ought to be seen as an expression of the Singaporean Chinese’ longing to return into China’s orbit. Without accepting this argument in the latter half of his book, I nonetheless agree that, for the earlier half of the 20th century, the Chinese in Nanyang were indeed diasporic, in that their affections, loyalties and imaginations were still oriented towards China as their motherland. A less detailed, but more objective study of the various newspapers in Nanyang is found in David L. Kenley, New Culture in a New World: The May Fourth Movement and the Chinese Diaspora in Singapore, 1919-1932 (New York: Routledge, 2003), pp.81-110. The fourth chapter of Kenley’s book looks at the contents of the major Chinese-language newspapers in Singapore (which were sold around Nanyang), and how they reflected the diaspora’s consciousness. 
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Print capitalism is today commonly accepted as an important component 
of nationalism, due largely to Benedict Anderson’s seminal work, Imagined 
Communities. The publication of news and the spread of literature in the 
vernaculars facilitated the emergence of imagined communities, allowing 
readers across space to imagine themselves as belonging to a larger whole, that 
is, the nation.26 Recent works on nationalism have taken this argument further 
by examining how printed publications shaped readers in ways that turned them 
into national subjects. Jing Tsu’s work on the role of “failure” and “national 
hurt” in Chinese nationalist discourse does so convincingly. Tsu argues that 
nationalism is essentially a subjective experience: the “nation” is an empty, 
abstract concept until people are able to subjectively identify with it, usually 
through allegorical links with the family, such as the common usage of “father 
land” and “mother land” to denote the nation. 27  A case can be made that 
diaspora Chinese connections with their homeland were equally subjective and 
based on similar allegorical links. In this light, the associations and networks 
built up by nationalists such as Liang Qichao and Sun Yat Sen can be seen as 
attempts to subjectivize the Overseas Chinese, through recourse to concepts of 
race, brotherhood, and the nation as the parent such that they saw themselves as 
being responsible for the “national salvation” of China.28 
The turn to subjectivity to explain nationalism is especially important to 
studies of the Chinese overseas with the concept of the “end of diaspora”. Shih 
                                                            26 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism (New York: Verso, 2006) 27 Jing Tsu, Failure, Nationalism, and Literature: The Making of Modern Chinese Identity, 1895-1937 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005) 28 Elena Barabantseva, Overseas Chinese, Ethnic Minorities, and Nationalism: De-Centering China (New York: Routledge, 2010), pp.27-30 
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Shu-Mei argues in her essay “Against Diaspora” that the state of being in 
diaspora ends when the Chinese communities stop taking China as their 
homeland in the sense that they will one day return there. The cultural referents 
of the Chinese overseas increasingly shift to the local context, in this case 
Southeast Asia. 29  This understanding of the term “diaspora” as temporally 
bounded, rather than a primordial or perpetual state, helps to free the Overseas 
Chinese from the assumption that they are permanently in some way appended 
to China by virtue of their ethnicity. What is implied in the argument of the “end 
of diaspora” is the subjective process by which a community stops identifying 
itself with China, and begins to orientate its identity around a different “nation”, 
becoming citizens in a new homeland. If nationalism is a subjective process (in 
that individual subjects need to identify themselves with it), then the process by 
which a diasporic community switches to localised “national” or transborder 
religious identities needs to be studied more deeply. Just as printed materials 
have been used heavily in the study of nationalism, changes in subjective, 
national identifications can also be observed through literature, newspapers and 
periodicals.  
Major world, regional or national events have the power to unleash 
processes that seek to create a new national subject. This can be extended to the 
“end of diaspora”, as major events could prompt diasporic communities to want 
to re-orientate themselves around a different national identity. For the Chinese 
Methodists studied in this thesis, the change of national identification in the 
post-World War Two period, from being Chinese diaspora to being a Chinese 
                                                            29 Shih Shu-Mei, “Against Diaspora: The Sinophone as Places of Cultural Production”, in Shih Shu-Mei, Chien-hsin Tsai, Brian Bernards, ed., Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013) p.37 
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Church in Nanyang was a consequence of the Chinese Civil War and the 
Malayan Emergency. They were forced to cut off their connections with China, 
and were incorporated into the new political situation in Malaya, which was 
focused on counter-insurgency, while moving towards national independence. 
The Chinese Methodist Church got caught up in the “end of diaspora” for the 
Chinese overseas and began becoming a national church. 
The cultural, economic and political inter-dependency of the Chinese in 
Nanyang and China is found in the extensive networks which facilitated the 
flow of people, goods and ideas. These networks facilitated (and continue to 
facilitate) the formation and sustenance of religious communities as well. The 
focus on networks in the study of religion has produced some interesting 
research. Chia Meng Tat’s “Sacred Ties Across the Seas” examines the 
networks that sustained a particular Daoist cult and helped it to spread to various 
parts of Southeast Asia. The relations between the Guangze Zunwang cult in 
Southeast Asia and China were lost during the earlier years of Communist rule, 
and especially because of the Cultural Revolution. These ties were only re-
established after religious practices were re-allowed by the Communist Party in 
the 1980s, whereupon resources began to pour back into the temples in China 
through pilgrims from Southeast Asia.30 The study of networks helps us to 
understand how networks helped to sustain coherent identities amongst Chinese 
adherents of the same religion in different places, and how the shape and flows 
of these networks were determined by larger historical forces.  
                                                            30  Chia Meng Tat, “Sacred Ties Across the Seas: The Cult of Guangze Zunwang and its Religious Network in the Chinese Diaspora, 19th Century – 2009”, Master’s thesis, NUS History Department, 2009 
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The history of Christianity is also deeply bound up in these trans-
national flows. Jean DeBernardi looks at the relationship between Southeast 
Asia and China through the networks of Bible publication and circulation. 
Though she does not explicitly explain it, the direction of flow of Christianity 
and the Bible between Southeast Asia and China was dependent upon larger 
global events and processes. In the early 1800s, Southeast Asia was an 
important site for Christian missions to China. DeBernardi traces the number of 
Bibles produced here, and how missionaries hoped that Chinese converts in 
Southeast Asia would eventually bring the Bible to China.31 In fact, the first 
Protestant missionary to China, Robert Morrison, could not work there when he 
first came out to Asia due to the Qing government’s ban on proselytization by 
foreign missionaries. He chose to set up the centre of Chinese missions in 
Malacca, left in the care of William Milne, and then went on to Hong Kong to 
work as a translator for the British East India Company, working on his Bible 
translation and seeking converts on the side.32 It was only after the Opium War 
that missionaries had greater access to China.  
It is possible to study Methodist connectionalism, and the historical links 
between the Overseas Chinese and China as a shifting network, with efforts to 
build a religious community linked through the church publications and 
meetings of leaders across Nanyang and China. Prior to 1949, several Chinese-
                                                            31 Jean DeBernardi, “Moses’ Rod: The Bible as a Commodity in Southeast Asia and China”, in Eric Tagliacozzo and Chang Wen-Ching ed., Chinese Circulations: Capital, Commodoties and Networks in Southeast Asia, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), pp.380-404. This strategy bore some notable successes, including Liang Fa, the first Chinese Protestant evangelist. Liang worked as a translator for William Milne, Morrison’s partner based in Malacca. Liang converted to Christianity in Malacca, and would later write the pamphlet that introduced Christianity to Hong Xiuquan, the “Christian” leader of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom. 
32 Fuk-tsang Ying, “Evangelist at the Gate: Robert Morrison’s Views on Missions”, The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol.63, no.2, April 2012, pp.306-330 
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speaking pastors serving in the MCAC were China-born immigrants. 
Evangelists like John Sung also worked actively among the diaspora, 
particularly in Southeast Asia. MCAC pastors were also sometimes rotated 
within the region. Print material like the SB were circulated around this network.  
As national subjectivities shifted over time in response to historical 
events and processes, the networks of the Chinese Methodists in Nanyang also 
changed. The Communist takeover of China led to the breaking of these 
networks, at least between the Chinese overseas and the newly-established PRC. 
The Malayan Emergency further widened the gap. These communities, had 
therefore to re-orient their connections to become centred on Southeast Asia 
rather than China. Just as they were becoming more localized in Malaya and 
Singapore, their informational networks were used more to keep people 
informed about the situation there, as opposed to the China-oriented networks 
of the 1930s.  
The impulse to see the Chinese overseas as locally rooted is reflected in 
much of the scholarship in recent years. There are Chinese-Indonesians, 
Chinese-Singaporeans/Malayans,33 and so on. To break it down even further, 
Chinese-Indonesians in West Kalimantan are markedly different from those in 
other parts of Indonesia, as are those from Sitiawan markedly different from 
those in more urbanized Singapore, despite having the same colonial masters.34 
                                                            33 Yen Ching Hwang, A Social History of the Chinese in Singapore and Malaya, 1800-1911, (Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1986) 34 Sai Siew Min, Hoon Chang-Yau ed., Chinese Indonesians Reassessed: History, Religion and Belonging, (New York: Routledge, 2013); Hui Yew Foong, Strangers at Home: History and Subjectivity ` among the Chinese Communities of West Kalimantan, Indonesia, (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2011); Shih Toong Siong, The Foochows of Sitiawan.  
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These communities are also divided along lines of dialect.35 Anthropologically-
minded studies examine the unique culture of each particular community, 
paying attention to religion, language, social structures, and so on. This 
scholarship looks at how immigrants settled into the region, assimilated in 
different, and became new local variants of Chinese communities. This thesis 
hopes to join this scholarly conversation by tracing how a transnational 
Christian community becomes localized in the region, as opposed to a single 
place. 
The SB can be seen as an informational network which helps us to 
understand how the connections of the Chinese Methodists became more 
centred in Malaya and Singapore. This reflects and enforces the “end of 
diaspora”, as they start to see themselves as a community rooted in Southeast 
Asia. The publications of the Church (one kind of transnational community) 
helped to create the sense of a regional Church with connections elsewhere in 
Nanyang. The fact that the SB published news about people in other parts of 
Nanyang helped readers to feel that they were somehow connected to that 
particular group. 36 The SB attempted to help its readers recognize the various 
scattered Chinese Methodists in the region as brethren through updates on the 
various churches. I argue that this is an expression of Methodist 
connectionalism, and helped these churches to re-orientate themselves as a 
Southeast Asian community after being forced to cut off their ties with China.  
                                                            35  Sharon Carstens, Histories, Cultures, Identities: Studies in Malaysian Chinese Worlds, (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 2005) provides an example of the Hakka community as a unique shade in the Chinese Overseas spectrum.  36 See Lin Pei-yin, “Envisioning the Reading Public: Profit Motives of a Chinese-language Tabloid in Wartime Taiwan”, in Lin Pei-yin and Tsai Weipin, ed., Print, Profit and Perception: Ideas, Information and Knowledge in Chinese Societies, 1895-1949, (Leiden: Brill, 2014) p.203 
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Chinese Methodists in Nanyang 
This community’s Christian faith also played an important role in 
shaping how the members viewed the world, themselves and their place in the 
world specifically as Chinese Christians. A significant stream in the study of 
world Christianity is the study of Chinese-Christian cultural accommodation. 
The intellectual work of critically engaging Chinese culture and Christianity 
within China was done by prominent intellectuals who converted to Christianity, 
or through missionaries who intentionally engaged with Chinese thought. This 
engagement has its beginnings in the 16th Century, when Catholicism entered 
China through the Jesuit missionary, Matteo Ricci.37 Jonathan Spence’s work 
on the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom similarly focuses less on the history of the 
Rebellion, and more on the thought development of the first Chinese-Christian 
“monarch” and his selective appropriation of Christian doctrine for his 
ideology.38 Chloe Starr’s edited volume contains several essays that examine 
the biblical hermeneutics (how Scripture is interpreted, with emphasis on how 
the reader’s worldview and reading methodology affects his/her interpretation 
and application) of several prominent Chinese Christian intellectuals in the late 
19th and early 20th century. The Christianity produced through such an 
encounter fuses Confucian thought on ethical thinking and self-cultivation with 
the Christian understanding of salvation and the transformation of the self 
through the renewal of the mind.39 While studies of this phenomenon have 
                                                            37 See Jonathan Y. Tan, “Encounter Between Confucianism and Christianity”, in Felix Wilfred, ed., Oxford Handbook of Christianity in Asia, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), pp. 428-443, for a brief history of the inter-textual encounter between Christianity and Confucianism in the times of Matteo Ricci and after.  38 Jonathan Spence, God’s Chinese Son: The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom of Hong Xiuquan, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1996) 39 Chloe Starr, Reading Christian Scriptures in China, (London: T&T Clark, 2008). Also see Ku Wei-ying and Koen De Ridder ed., Authentic Chinese Christianity: Preludes to its 
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largely focused on China, the Chinese overseas were heirs to these 
developments, as many of the pastors were educated in China.  
Apart from the ability to speak Christianity with a Chinese voice, 
another significant issue is training Chinese people to lead their own community, 
rather than relying on a Western missionary. The nurturing of indigenous 
Christian leadership is thought of as an important indicator of missionary 
success in any context, but many mission organizations had a mixed record.40 
The indigenization of Chinese Methodist leadership in Malaysia and Singapore 
was largely influenced by the missionary experience in China. The “forced 
indigenization” process described by Marcelline Jenny notes how the Methodist 
mission there was forced by financial difficulties in the United States and rising 
anti-foreignism locally into handing over leadership. Results were less than 
satisfactory as the Chinese leaders who took over were not completely ready for 
the task.41 The experience of leadership handover in China would impact the 
same process in the MCAC, as will be discussed in Chapter Two.  
Relationships between local church leaders and missionaries in the 
specific context of Singapore are discussed in Robbie Goh’s article on the 
tensions surrounding the formation of the former Chinese YMCA (now called 
the Metropolitan YMCA). The Western missionary-led YMCA was deemed 
unable to reach out to the majority Chinese populace of Singapore because of 
linguistic handicaps. A separate Chinese-led YMCA was founded which catered 
                                                            development: nineteenth and twentieth centuries, (Leuven, Belgium : Leuven University Press , K.U. Leuven, 2001) 40  John Pritchard, Methodists and their Missionary Societies 1900-1996, (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2014) p.19 41 Marcelline D. Jenny, “Reading Between the Lines: The Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church and the Indigenization Question in 1920s China”, D.Litt Dissertation, Drew University, 2006 
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to the Chinese people. 42  Former Methodist Bishop, Rev. Yap Kim Hao’s 
autobiography also discusses the significance of the transference of leadership 
from the missionary to the local Christian leader as a recognition of racial 
equality and equal partnership.43  
All of these issues can be observed in the Chinese Methodist sources 
studied in this thesis. Intellectually, the SB demonstrates the re-articulating of 
Christian thought in Chinese terms, such as the teaching of Christian virtues 
using the Confucian moral precepts 礼义廉耻 (proper ritual, righteousness, 
frugality and humility). These ideological engagements are then linked to daily 
life, such as the attempt to encourage members to evangelize to their family 
members by portraying it as an act of filial piety. At an organizational level, the 
MCMC/MCAC was able to run itself while remaining always respectful of the 
Western missionaries’ guidance. Discussion on the transfer of leadership 
revolved around the Three-Self Principles and theological education for pastors, 
and even these were largely handled at the discretion of the Chinese leaders. At 
a larger, regional level, the sources reveal how the writers were responding to 
the challenges facing their congregation (such as rural poverty), and 
international events (like the Japanese invasion of China and the Malayan 
Emergency). The Nanyang Chinese Methodist connection thus serves as a case 
study to understand how an overseas Chinese Christian community grows to 
become a thread within the tapestry of a world religion. 
The study of this community is also interesting because of its experience 
of successive important developments in the history of the Chinese in Southeast 
                                                            42 Robbie Goh, “Singapore's 'Two YMCAs’” 43 Yap Kim Hao, A Bishop Remembers, (Singapore: 2006) 
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Asia. As mentioned earlier, the Chinese Methodists went through their own 
experience of an “end of diaspora”, with the breaking off of their ties with China, 
and becoming more rooted locally. How did the religious community find new 
discursive resources to ground its identity? This thesis will hopefully shed light 
on how the Chinese Methodists negotiated the changing times, as reflected in 
changes in the theological positions taken up in the SB. 
In recent years, the study of the history of Christianity has expanded into 
Asia, Africa, and South America. Academics contributing articles for Mission, 
Memory and Communion: Documenting World Christianity in the Twenty-first 
Century argue for the need of the universal church to know the history of 
Christian communities and movements from all over the world, so as to build a 
shared memory.44 Thus, Chapter Four seeks to take a step back from studying 
the particular history of the Nanyang Chinese Methodist community to look at 
how the Nanyang Chinese Methodist community could be positioned within 
global trends in Christianity, especially in the context of the global spread of 
evangelicalism in the 20th Century.. 
Sources and Methodology 
Histories of the Methodist communities in Nanyang haveused the 
Methodist publications extensively. Sadly, as noted at the start of this chapter, 
the Chinese-language sources have been somewhat neglected. By paying 
attention to how the various articles published in the SB tried to affect readers’ 
views of what it meant to be Chinese Christians in Malaysia-Singapore across 
                                                            44  Michael Nai-Chiu Poon, ed., Mission, Memory and Communion: Documenting World Christianity in the Twenty-first Century, (Singapore: Trinity Theological College, 2013) 
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time, I am assuming that the intention of the writers was to shape in its readers 
a particular orientation towards their faith and the world around them. While it 
is difficult to prove the impact that the SB did have, it seems that the writers 
clearly believed that the SB was integral in their Church-building efforts, and 
always encouraged more people to subscribe and read. Through the act of 
subscribing and reading, the SB connected people linked by a common Chinese 
Christian heritage. This community was a regionally connected one, though 
events after 1949 would severely test these connections, and ultimately alter the 
regional outlook of the Chinese Methodist community in Nanyang.  
Another important source used in this thesis is the Journal of the MCAC 
(JMCAC), the published records of the Conference meetings. Beyond decisions 
and programmes, the JMCAC is also an important document to track Methodist 
connectionalism at work, showing how the MCAC leaders created programmes 
and made decisions. 
This thesis seeks to study the Nanyang Chinese Methodist community 
as part of larger transborder Chinese and Christian networks. Evidence from 
various articles in the SB and JMCAC will be used to demonstrate how these 
publications’ writers tried to orientate their readers accordingly. As this thesis focuses 
on the community, with a side interest in how the SB tried to influence it, and 
compounded by the gaps in archival material, this thesis will only quote and cite from 
the SB and JMCAC where they evidence of the community’s identity and cultural 
orientation. A more detailed study of the SB and JMCAC as publications, with 
appropriate emphasis on narratology and other discursive issues would be outside of 
the scope of this present work. 
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This Introduction chapter has outlined the necessity of a regional 
approach to the history of the Chinese Methodists in Malaysia and Singapore, 
studying connections or networks to consider the ideas that held the Methodists 
together and shaped their regional outlook. Chapter Two will look at the religio-
cultural inheritance of the Chinese Methodists in Malaysia and Singapore, and 
examine how they were tied to China and Chinese culture from 1933-1939. 
Chapter Three examines the regional connections built up within the Nanyang 
region. It will consider the effects that the Communist victory in China and 
Malayan Emergency had upon the boundaries of local connectionalism, 
focusing on the period 1947-1960. Chapter Four will re-contextualize the 
Malayan and Singapore Chinese Methodist community as part of a global 
evangelical movement in the 20th Century, seeking to ask why and how did the 
Nanyang Chinese Methodist network developed traits that would allow it to be 
identified as evangelical. The Conclusion will re-consider the processes and 
events studied through the thesis, and offer some thoughts on the issues that 
arise through the course of this argument. 
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Chapter 2 – Christianity with Chinese Characteristics 
“Only there in the deepest valley of suffering can we truly perceive the splendour of the mountain tops of religious faith.” 
- Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai-Shek45   
The 1930s was a difficult period for China. The young Guomindang (GMD) 
government was beset with economic lethargy, corruption, and the increasingly 
severe Japanese incursions. With each set-back, popular demand for “national 
salvation” became stronger. Chinese Christians and Western missionaries 
offered their own take on how China could be saved through its transformation 
into a Christian society. For the Methodists, this took the form of the Social 
Gospel (to be discussed below), which emphasized the transformation of China 
into a modern nation. The belief that China was destined to become part of a 
global Christendom was to have a hold on the imaginations and faith of foreign 
and Chinese Methodists until 1948.46  
In the 1930s, Overseas Chinese identified with a transnational Chinese 
community which saw itself as being responsible for China, and contributed 
towards her “salvation” in a non-spiritual sense. Nanyang Chinese Methodists 
were also involved in this wave of China-centred nationalism, though their 
particular contribution to “national salvation” was conditioned by their 
Methodist faith. At the onset of the Second Sino-Japanese War, Andrew Chen, 
then chief editor of the SB, published a prayer modelled after Psalm 94 of the 
Old Testament. In this prayer, China is substituted for Israel, and Chen 
                                                            45 “The Message of Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai-shek to the Methodist Centennial Conference in Foochow”, Methodist Centennial in China (Shanghai: The Editorial Committee of the Centennial Celebration, 1948), p. 16 46 Walter N. Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1948), p. 17 
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encourages readers to pray for China’s deliverance from its enemies even as 
God delivered David.47 The faith that God would spiritually revive China’s 
Christians and awaken its unbelievers was one shared by the Chinese Methodist 
community in Nanyang. As explained in the Introduction, the connections that 
this community identified more with, were those with China and the 
transnational Chinese community. 
Overseas Chinese Nationalism 
 From Liang Qichao to Chiang Kai-shek, the Overseas Chinese were 
courted for their support for China The discourse about the Overseas Chinese, 
according to Elena Barabantseva, was a process of subjectivization, whereby 
they were transformed discursively into people whose object of loyalty was 
China. Prior to the late 19th Century, the Overseas Chinese were often viewed 
as people who had left the homeland, and were therefore no longer the subjects 
of the Chinese court. As the Qing dynasty and subsequent reformers tried to 
reform China, however, they came to see the Overseas Chinese as potential 
sources of support, especially financial. The diaspora was now given a stake in 
China’s project to step out of its subjugation to antiquity and foreign powers. 
The Overseas Chinese subject was part of a transnational Chinese community 
formed for the purpose of saving territorial China.48 
 For Jing Tsu, nationalism is the process by which individual subjective 
emotions and motivations become linked to the object of the nation. The linking 
of subjectivity and the nation as object is effected through various discourses, 
                                                            47 SB, vol. 10, no. 7 (July, 1937), p.1 48 Barabantseva, Overseas Chinese, Ethnic Minorities and Nationalism, pp.27-30 
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in literature, or through the press. For Chinese nationalism from 1890 to 1937, 
Tsu points out that “failure” was a particularly potent discourse in mobilizing 
Chinese subjects, having been experienced nationally through foreign 
incursions, social breakdown, loss of national pride and so on. These national 
“failures” were then connected to the individual through analogies of family, 
such as the equation of the nation with one’s parents. This rhetorical device then 
links the individual’s subjective indignation at the violation of his parents with 
the violation of his nation.49  Newspapers used national failure and shame as a 
rhetorical device to convince readers to boycott foreign products and buy 
Chinese goods instead.50   Moreover, newspaper advertisements showed how 
through the right consumer choices, one could make oneself (and one’s spouse 
or mistress) modern. A modern people supporting a strong domestic economy 
would enable China to become strong again. Other popular modernizing 
discourses included hygiene, political reform, and the adoption of science. 
 If nationalism is a subjective process, then all those who meet the criteria 
of race can be part of the transnational Chinese community and thus participate 
in Chinese nationalism. Overseas Chinese participation in discourse about 
China’s travails and the possibility of cultural renewal can be understood as a 
manifestation of a transnational nationalism.51 Wang Gungwu argues that part 
of the Overseas Chinese diasporic identity was to be intensely concerned with 
                                                            49 Jing, Tsu, Failure, Nationalism, and Literature 50 Weipin Tsai, Reading Shenbao: Nationalism, Consumerism and Individuality in China 1919-1937 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010) 51 Wang Gungwu thinks that China-centred nationalism is the defining characteristic of Chinese nationalism in this time period. Could one then argue that participating in such a culture made one “Chinese”? See Wang Gungwu, “Patterns of Chinese Migration”, and Wang Gungwu, “The Study of Southeast Asian Chinese Identities”, in Changing Identities of the Southeast Asian Chinese Since World War II, ed. Wang Gungwu, Jennifer Cushman, (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1988), p. 1-22 
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China, “straining to keep up with developments in China through relatives at 
home, or by reading news of the fortunes of the empire or the republic”.52 
Overseas Chinese also participated in the “national salvation” discourse. As in 
China, consumerist appeals in the Nanyang press called on readers to boycott 
Japanese products, and support.53 
 Chinese nationalism also played out through “mutual assistance” among 
Chinese everywhere, all the more so, since “selfishness”, according to the 
diagnosis of the SB, was one reason for China’s problems. 54  “Mutual 
assistance”, the antidote, offered hope for China’s eventual salvation through 
transformation of the Chinese race.  
 It is important to note that the Overseas Chinese, or at least those who 
participated in public discourse through newspapers and other publications, 
were successfully subjectivized, at least in this context. They saw themselves as 
having a responsibility to transform the Chinese nation and people. The 
distinction between diaspora and those in the mainland was blurred. By virtue 
of a common ethnicity and descent, the Overseas Chinese remained subjects of 
China. Within this broader framework, the Chinese Methodists in Malaysia tried 
to create a specifically Christian version of the discourse. However, before we 
can understand their specific reactions to China’s problems in the 1930s, we 
need first to understand the cultural and intellectual resources that they had 
inherited. This takes us through a circuitous route through a history of missions 
                                                            52 Wang Gungwu, “Among Non-Chinese”, in Tu Wei-ming ed., The Living Tree: The Changing Meaning of Being Chinese Today (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994), p.128 53 See, for example, the Union Times of the 1920s to 1930s. The Union Times was a Chinese daily that was published in Singapore and distributed around Nanyang. It was in print from 1906-1948. 54 SB, vol.7, no.2 (April 1934), pp.15-16 
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in China, and how the Nanyang Christians came to see themselves as part of a 
common community, participating as Christians in the salvation of their 
homeland. 
The Inheritance of the Chinese Methodists 
The process of Christianity taking root within a non-Western country 
has been described as a process of “translation”, where ideas and structures are 
translated from the Western missionary forms into local forms. A translator’s 
job is to aid in the shifting of meaning across languages. In this context, the key 
work in “translation” is the attempt to keep the meaning of orthodox Christianity 
but expressing it using local language and conceptual tools.55 Beyond issues of 
transmitting and translating doctrines and beliefs, there is the further step of 
transferring the ecclesial structures into the hands of local Christians. This 
process has been called “indigenization” of leadership, as missionary 
supervision recedes. Liang Jane Weijen, in her study of the Methodist mission 
in China, argues that such indigenization actually took place before “translation” 
of theological understanding, subsequently allowing local leaders the space to 
theologize and further translate Christianity into the Chinese cultural context.56 
Missionaries were only able to work legally within China after the 
Unequal Treaties gave them unprecedented access and privilege to work among 
the Chinese. Many missionaries from various denominations initially went to 
China specifically to convert the lost souls. In the late nineteenth century, 
                                                            55 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Drama of Doctrine: A Canonical-Linguistic Approach to Christian Theology, (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005), pp.319-324 56 Liang Jane Weijen, “Imperialism, Modernization and Postcolonial Christianity: The Indigenization of American Methodist China Missions (1880-1930)”, PhD Dissertation, Drew University, 2009, p.8 
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however, the theology of missionaries from mainline denominations (Methodist, 
Anglican/Episcopalian, and so on) changed to an interpretation of the Christian 
message called the “Social Gospel”. As practiced in China, this involved the 
starting of schools and hospitals, with the hope of reforming and modernizing 
China, on top of - and eventually in place of - evangelism. The Social Gospel 
was particularly prevalent in the United States, where the majority of Methodist 
missionaries to China came from. These denominations worked for the 
reformation of American society, including issues of civil rights, access to 
education, and healthcare, especially in the aftermath of the closing of the 
American frontier and the American Civil War.57  
The Social Gospel produced a wave of missionaries coming as teachers 
and leaders who would guide China into modernity and to the Cross, through 
institutions like schools, hospitals and churches. Modernization was thought to 
be able to help the Chinese develop a more rational understanding of the world. 
A rational worldview (as opposed to Chinese folk superstition, or Confucian 
hierarchy) would make Chinese more “modern” and hopefully more open to 
Christianity. Thus, the “Social Gospel” in China represented a major change in 
mission strategy from what came before. The earlier waves of missionaries, both 
Protestant and Catholic, sought to understand how to work within a Chinese-
Confucian culture rather than transforming Chinese society as a whole. The 
“Social Gospel” envisioned precisely this possibility, re-ordering society along 
the patterns of the developed West, and forcing the pace of modernization. 
Where the earlier, more evangelical missionaries sought to convert people into 
                                                            57 Janet Fishburn, “The Social Gospel as Missionary Ideology”, in Wilbert R. Shenk, ed., North American Foreign Missions, 1810-1914: Theology, Theory and Policy (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004) pp.218-242 
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the Kingdom of God; the Social Gospel sought to transform China into the 
Kingdom of Heaven on earth.58 
The American Methodists in China were vigorous advocates of the 
Social Gospel. In the words of one missionary, they brought a “comprehensive 
gospel which brings good news to the whole man, whether in his home with his 
family, in his business relationships, on his farm, in his shop or in his social 
relationships.” 59  Methodists set up schools such as Soochow University, 
collaborated in the establishment of Yenching University, and founded hospitals 
and ecclesial structures - all usually headed by missionaries. 60  Of course, 
missionaries had long been establishing schools. However, for the Social 
Gospel missionaries, education was a means towards the end of social 
transformation rather than evangelism.  
Chinese people were trained and offered scholarships to study and be 
equipped to, in theory, take over the role of the Western missionaries one day 
as the heads of these institutions, including churches. In reality, however, it took 
a confluence of factors to force the hand of the missionary boards in this 
direction, in what has been called a “forced indigenization” process.61 The inter-
war years saw many Western missionary organizations beginning to indigenize 
church leadership in the overseas missions. European missionary involvement 
was severely curtailed by the death and impairment of a generation in the First 
                                                            58 Zou Zhaochun,Tianfeng de moluo: Aidi dui Zhongguo Gongchanzhuyi yundong de huiying The Decline of Tianfeng: Eddy’s Response to the Chinese Communism Movement (Taiwan: Taiwan Christian Literature Council, 2015), pp.75-83 59 Sidney R. Anderson, “The East China Conference, Past Experience – Future Hope”, in Methodist Centennial in China, p. 8 60 Due to the expansion of what was considered “mission” work, the term “missionary” was expanded to include those who came to China to work in education and healthcare institutions started and run by Christians, churches and mission organizations. 61 Marcelline Jenny, “Reading Between the Lines”, p. 1 
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World War. Finances of mission boards were cut due to the crippled economies. 
Money that was previously given to the Church was directed elsewhere, due to 
growing secularism, and a cooling down of Christian enthusiasm in missions. 
The Great Depression also severely affected missionary finances. 62 
Indigenizing church leadership was partly a cost-cutting strategy since 
missionary salaries were much higher than those of local clergy. It made even 
more financial sense if the church could afford to support its own local pastors. 
The first six Chinese Catholic bishops of the modern era were ordained in the 
inter-War years.63 American mission movements, like the Methodists were not 
as harshly affected by the war as European missions were, but the Great 
Depression had a comparable debilitating effect. 
Since the 1800s, pressures were already mounting upon the missionaries 
to gradually relinquish control over the various institutions to the Chinese 
Christian converts. The missionaries generally resisted by arguing that local 
Christians were not yet ready as they had not yet been able to practice self-
support, self-governance, and self-propagation: the “Three Self” principles first 
advocated by Rufus Anderson in the mid-nineteenth century, and later, adopted 
by the missionaries, including the Methodists in China and later, Malaysia.64  
The articulation of the “Three Self” principles was itself an important movement 
                                                            62 Charles Keith, Catholic Vietnam: A Church from Empire to Nation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), p.92-94; Ogbu Kalu, “Africa”, in Donald M. Lewis and Richard V. Pierard ed., Global Evangelicalism: Theology, History and Culture in Regional Perspective (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2014), p.144 63 Paul Mariani, “The First Six Chinese Bishops of Modern Times”, The Catholic Historical Review, vol.100, no.3, Summer 2014, pp.499-500 64 Paul William Harris, “Denominationalism and Democracy: Ecclesiastical Issues Underlying Rufus Anderson’s Three Self Program”, in Shenk ed., North American Foreign Missions, p. 62. The “Three Self” Principles were already in use by the missionaries before they were utilized by the Chinese Communist government after 1949 to speed up the indigenization process of the Christian faith, to root out foreign intervention into Chinese affairs.  
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in the history of Christian missions, especially in the Anglophone world. Paul 
William Harris argues that this was a strategy born out of necessity, and a 
product of missions thinking in the United States. Well-run mission schools 
often produced students who pursued better paying prospects in business and 
government service, rather than choosing religious vocations. These factors 
made Anderson doubt the effectiveness of a mission strategy that focused on a 
thorough “civilizing mission” as a pre-requisite for conversion. Moreover, 
given dwindling financial support for missions after the financial Panic of 1837 
in America, Anderson became convinced that the indigenous being evangelized 
should be offered “nothing but Christ”. The “Three Self” principle was thus the 
mission policy response to keep foreign missions as cheap, and as uncommitted 
to long-term civilizing projects, as possible.65 
The Methodist missions were not as austere as Anderson had prescribed, 
due to the upswing in American fortunes in the later 1800s. They built many 
schools and hospitals, and hoped for the Christianization (or modernization) of 
China. Nonetheless, the ideal of eventually handing over the foreign missions 
into the hands of locals, guided by Rufus’ “Three Self” principles, had remained. 
In 1907, missionaries explicitly claimed that it was a “time honoured formula 
in which we all agree that the Church in China should be self-supporting, self-
governing and self-propagating.”66 However, there was no clear plan to do so 
until the 1930s. 67  By this time donations to American Methodist missions 
                                                            65 Paul William Harris, Nothing but Christ: Rufus Anderson and the Ideology of Protestant Foreign Missions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999) 66 John Cambell Gibson, China Centenary Mission Conference (New York: American Tract Society, 1907), p.8, cited in John Pritchard, Methodists and their Missionary Societies 1900-1996 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2014), p.19 67 Ibid., p. 4  
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overseas had dropped even more drastically due to the Great Depression, 
causing reductions of financial support, and, by extension, missionary presence. 
As a result, more Chinese were being trained for higher ecclesial leadership, 
while local Christians in general were exhorted to contribute more resources to 
the support of their own churches and leaders.  
The “forced indigenization” process was also pushed by factors within 
China, especially anti-Western ferment. In the aftermath of the May Fourth 
Movement of 1919, it became increasingly untenable for Westerners to continue 
leading various social institutions. By the 1920s, anti-foreign sentiments turned 
against missionaries, seen as handmaidens of imperialism, and their converts, 
deemed to have betrayed their Chinese identity, and collaborated with the 
foreign imperialists. The public pressure exploded into the anti-Christian 
movement, which lasted from the early 1920s to 1927.  Church properties were 
damaged; missionaries were attacked and even killed. The movement only 
ended with the successful re-unification of China by the GMD’s Northern 
Expedition. After unifying China, the GMD took measures that were in-line 
with the nationalist claims of the people, including the demand that education 
and religious institutions pass into the hands of locals, such that the Westerners 
would no longer control the hearts and minds of the Chinese.  The government 
passed laws that required heads of institutions, including schools, hospitals and 
ecclesial organizations to be Chinese. These measures seem to have placated 
the public. At the same time, the United Front with the Chinese Communist 
Party came to an end in April 1927, leading to the purging of Communist 
sympathisers inside the GMD, which silenced much of the anti-Christian 
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agitation.68 The “Three Self” principles were also embraced by the Chinese 
leaders, which helped create the conditions necessary for the transferring of 
power and responsibility.69 
The indigenization measures of the Methodist Church in China met with 
varying degrees of compliance, and, even amongst those organizations that 
complied willingly, tensions abounded in the new leadership dynamics. The 
struggles between Wu Lei-Chuan and John Leighton Stuart at Yenching 
University demonstrated the ambiguity of having a Chinese head registered with 
the Chinese government, while keeping a Western missionary as administrative 
head, to represent the University to funders in the United States. 70  In the 
Methodist Central Conference of China, the elected Chinese Bishop, Rev. Wang 
Chih-ping, stepped down in 1935 due to his discomfort with the demands of the 
job, several years after his election.71 Nonetheless, the die was cast, and the 
Churches were forced, by pressures in both China and the United States, to 
indigenize the leadership of their overseas missions. 
The Birth of the MCMC 
The nature of Methodist connectionalism was such that the experiences 
of one part of the global mission would affect other mission fields. Thus, 
indigenization of the local leadership in Malaysia was influenced to some extent 
                                                            68 Jonathan Tien-En Chao, “The Chinese Indigenous Church Movement, 1919-1927: A Protestant Response to the Anti-Christian Movements in Modern China”, PhD Dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1986 69 See Hwa Yung, “Mission and Evangelism: Evangelical and Pentecostal Theologies in Asia”, in Sebastian Kim C.H. ed. Christian Theology in Asia, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 255 70 These tensions have been covered in Philip West, “Christianity and Nationalism: The Career of Wu Lei-Chuan at Yenching University”, in John K. Fairbank ed., The Missionary Enterprise in China and America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974), pp.226-246 71 Liang Jane Weijen, p.33.  
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by the Methodist experience in China, even though it may not have been 
explicitly discussed. This was all the more likely, since many of the pastors 
serving in Malaysia were born in China, and many had served there before 
immigrating or being transferred to Nanyang. 72  As elsewhere, American 
financial commitment to the Malaysian Church was lessened in the 1930s.73 
However, the main initiative for indigenization came from the Chinese pastors 
themselves. 
In 1934, the pastors in charge of the Chinese-speaking Methodist 
Churches (then still under the Malaya Annual Conference [MAC]) mooted the 
idea of setting up their own autonomous governing Conference. The Conference 
was set up in December 1935, and began functioning in 1936 as the Malaysia 
Chinese Mission Conference (MCMC, changed to Malaysia Chinese Annual 
Conference [MCAC] in 1948).74 At its inauguration, the Chinese Conference 
had 15 pastors, ministering in eight languages: Malay, Foochow, Hakka, 
Cantonese, Hinghwa, Hokkien, Mandarin and English. Of these, twelve pastors 
could speak Mandarin and eleven could speak Hokkien.75 For the purposes of 
the Conference meetings, Hokkien was chosen as the lingua franca.76 These 
pastors were assisted by Bible women and supply pastors, referring to men hired 
from outside the Church but not admitted as full members of the Conference. 
These leaders led a collective flock of about 12,000 people, out of which 5,039 
were baptised members, 3277 were going through religious instruction leading 
                                                            72 Andrew Chen, “Nanyang Huaqiao Weiligonghui yu Zhongguo benhui zhi guanxi xing The Relationship between the Nanyang Chinese Methodist Conference and China Methodism”, Methodist Centennial in China, 1948. 73 SB, vol. 7, no. 4 (August, 1934), pp.16-17 74 Minutes of the First Session, JMCMC, December, 1936.  75 “Church Statistics”, Minutes of the Second Session, JMCMC, December 1937 76 SB, vol. 9, no. 1 (Jan 1936), p.2 
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up to baptism, and the rest were largely people who attended church regularly 
but were not formally members of any congregation.77 
The SB published a note from the leaders explaining the rationale for an 
autonomous Conference. The reasons given were largely linguistic: the 
Chinese-speaking pastors felt unable to participate in the MAC because 
proceedings were carried out in English. Even with the aid of a translator, full 
participation was difficult, and thus their views went largely unheard.78 Apart 
from the Bishop who presided over the Conference (until 1968 a missionary), 
all District Superintendents and Pastors-in-charge of churches were Chinese.79 
This seemed to be a more gradual process than in China, perhaps because local 
church leaders were not yet ready to take on the Bishop’s connectional duties 
both in the region and with the American General Conference. Chinese pastors 
could thus work on their local congregations, be connected to the Chinese 
mission work around the region, but allow the missionary Bishop to be their 
representative in the wider Methodist connections.  
In the 1930s, there was no formal training and education curriculum for 
Chinese pastors in the MCMC. All of them had already been trained elsewhere 
(mainly in China), and a local training programme was not an immediate 
necessity. It was only after the war that the MCAC began to train local clergy. 
After four years of training the pastoral candidates would be allowed to become 
                                                            77 SB, vol. 9, no. 4 (April, 1936), pp.14-15. These numbers were inclusive of congregations from the Malayan Peninsula, Singapore, Sumatra and Sibu, as well as some of the churches that were Chinese-speaking but were still in the process of being passed into the care of the MCMC from the MAC. 78 SB, vol. 7, no. 6 (Dec 1934), pp.11-12 79 Parallel movements were happening in the MAC, with English-speaking Chinese and Indian pastors being prepared for leadership. In general, the financial pressures faced by the American home Church gave a greater impetus to indigenize. 
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full members of the Annual Conference. The curriculum drawn up in 1950 
included education in theology, ministry-related matters (such as how to form 
Christian families and how to teach children), as well as studies in the Methodist 
Discipline.80 The latter has long been the document which details the roles, 
responsibilities and expectations of pastors within the Methodist bureaucracy, 
which remained connected to the global Methodist network. 
The Chinese Methodists in Malaysia experimented on how the Church 
could slowly become self-supporting, self-governing and self-propagating. As 
early as 1934, articles were written to explain why Christians give money 
through tithes.81 Their financial giving was used to support vital functions of 
the Conference. The SB, in June 1934 discussed the setting up of a fund for the 
support of preachers who are sick.82 Later in the year, the magazine thanked 
members from Sibu who donated to make-up for its current financial shortfall.83 
Though such efforts were not always successful, they nonetheless embodied a 
desire to move towards becoming more self-supporting.84 The principle of self-
propagation was operationalized through the organization of evangelistic rallies 
and calls for revival that were sweeping through the region in the mid-1930s. 
The evangelistic rallies organized by the local churches, for the Chinese people, 
mostly by Chinese preachers, were evidence of this desire to evangelize, that is, 
to spread the Gospel (传福音 chuan Fuyin) for the purpose of converting more 
                                                            80 Chinese version of the Minutes of the Third Session, JMCAC, 1950, p. 45 81 See for example SB, vol.7, no.5 (August 1934), p.15 82 SB, vol. 7, no. 3 (June 1934), pp.15-17 83 “List of Sibu donors to the SB”, SB, vol. 7, no. 5 (October 1934) 84 See SB, vol. 9, no. 4 (April 1936), p.10, for an article lamenting how the Chinese church was finding it difficult to become self-funded because the members were selfish, even though in fact many of them were simply poor. 
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people to the Christian faith.85 The formation of the Chinese Conference itself 
is a significant step towards becoming self-led. 
Devolution of authority from the General Conference in the 1930s and 
the encouragement of the “Three Selves” principles goals coincided with the 
leaders’ consciousness of their Chinese-Christian communal identity, beginning 
with the creation of the SB. The earliest issues of the newspaper have not been 
kept. However, in the Jubilee edition of the SB, published in 1978, the leaders 
of the Chinese Methodist community in Malaysia credit it with having helped 
the Chinese Methodists to keep in contact with each other, to care for one 
another, and to expand the boundaries of the Kingdom of God.86 
From the outset, the MCMC did not break away from the larger 
Methodist denomination, but sought to be an autonomous Conference within it. 
Nonetheless, the MCMC was effectively autonomous in most of its 
undertakings. The SB was the channel through which their opinions could be 
shared, and news about the various congregations disseminated. Many of the 
members on the editorial team were concurrently pastors in various Chinese 
Methodist churches across Singapore and Malaya. The Chief Editor, Andrew 
Chen, 陈观斗 was a Foochow-speaking pastor in Singapore, while another 
member of the editorial board C.E. Fang 方策 was the District Superintendent 
for the Chinese ministry in Sitiawan. Paul Hang 范新福 preached in Singapore 
in the Hinghwa dialect, and regularly wrote on matters concerning the family 
and children. Another regular contributor, Lim Hong Ban 林鸿万, was District 
                                                            85 See SB, vol. 10, no. 1-2 (February 1937), pp. 9, 14 for reports on revival meetings in Sibu, Sarawak and Yong Peng, Johore respectively. 86 SB, vol. 45, no. 5 (Oct 1978), pp.15-16 
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Superintendent of Malacca's Chinese ministry in 1936.87  The pastors seldom 
met because their work required them to remain in the regions that they were 
posted to. Also, differences in dialect sometimes hindered spoken 
communication among them.88 Therefore, the SB allowed its readers to maintain 
their connection across geographical space and linguistic differences. 
Starting from August 1935, each issue published Bible study material 
for the upcoming month, with lessons published for each Sunday, for private 
use. The newspaper also published entire service liturgies for important 
occasions, such as Christmas or Mothers' Day, including instructions on what 
hymns should be sung, what Scripture verses should be read, and the full text 
of a sermon for the occasion.89 This helped to ensure some degree of doctrinal 
uniformity across the Chinese Methodist Church. These materials offered 
guidance to other preachers and pastors, especially in sermon preparation. 
Material for Sunday School teachers was also provided. Unity was important 
because 1935-36 was a time period where the Chinese congregations were 
preparing to become an autonomous Conference and standardization helped the 
Chinese Conference to prove itself. The maintenance of doctrinal conformity 
would also help hold the community and institution together in a time when 
other Christian movements might threaten to fragment it, as will be discussed 
below.  
 
                                                            87 The posting of the various writers is taken from “Church News”, SB, vol. 8, no. 1 (Feb 1935), pp.21-22. 88 SB, vol. 7 no. 6 (Dec 1934), p.12 89  SB, vol. 9 no. 4 (Apr 1936), pp.18-21 publishes the liturgy for Mothers' Day, to be commemorated on 10 May. 
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The Nanyang Chinese Methodists and “National Salvation” 
The Chinese diaspora in Malaya and Singapore was subjectivized as a 
part of a transnational Chinese community in the 1930s. The nationalism that 
swept through much of China expressed itself differently in the overseas context; 
for example, the anti-foreignism found in China did not affect the Chinese in 
Southeast Asia. They supported the ending of Western imperialism in China, 
but this did not translate into anti-colonialism. They wrote about China, and 
“agree[d] that China must become stronger, that China must escape the 
cannibalism of ancient tradition and cycles of submission to Western powers.”90 
Yet, anti-foreignism did not manifest itself in Nanyang, and especially not in 
the MCMC. It seemed that the Chinese in diaspora accepted that they were 
guests in a British colony. Indeed, many of the Chinese people were only in 
Southeast Asia due to colonial policy. Foochows had migrated to Sitiawan, 
Singapore, Sibu and other parts of the region due to the British policy of 
recruiting settlers from Methodist churches in China. The MCMC was 
concerned with China, without calling for the end of missionary control, or 
colonial rule in Nanyang. 
The concern for China’s “national salvation” was shared with the rest of 
the Chinese diaspora. The Chinese Methodists in Nanyang participated in a 
Chinese Christian discourse on China’s salvation that was conditioned by the 
Methodist mission in China. Christian publications like the SB shared the 
concern for China’s “national salvation” in multiple senses of the term. For 
example, in August 1935, the SB called for donations to be made for the purpose 
                                                            90 Nathan Faries, The “Inscrutably Chinese” Church: How Narratives and Nationalism Continue to Divide Christianity (Plymouth: Lexington Books, 2010), p. 185 
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of disaster relief in China. 91 The response of the readers was not captured in the 
SB as donations were made to a disaster relief fund that was set-up by the 
Chinese ambassador in Singapore in collaboration with Chinese community 
leaders, to collect money from the Chinese overseas here. Beyond natural 
disasters, however, many of China’s problems were seen in social terms: 
poverty, messiness (incoherence) and selfishness. The prevalence of banditry, 
warlordism, the incoherence and lack of standardization in land and currency 
reform, and even wedding customs were taken as signs of China lacking a clear 
cultural identity.92 Even Wang Jingwei, cadre of the GMD and later the head of 
the collaborationist Nanjing government under Japanese occupation, was 
recorded as having diagnosed the cause of China’s problems to be the 
selfishness and disorderliness of the Chinese people, thereby making them unfit 
for communal living.93 These articles were published in the SB, though they did 
not specifically address the Chinese Christians in diaspora or call upon them to 
contribute actively in any way. Nonetheless, these articles demonstrated how 
the editors of the SB thought that the Chinese Christians in diaspora ought to be 
concerned with China’s salvation from its problems. Since the editors regularly 
published articles discussing the root causes of China’s problems, we can 
surmise that they believed that the SB was able to help readers think about these 
contemporary issues through the lens of a Chinese Christian.  
What was the solution? Where was China’s hope to come from? None 
of the political systems of the great nations appeared to be feasible. Nor had 
military, scientific, educational and industrial advancement proved sufficient to 
                                                            91SB, vol. 8 no. 4 (August, 1935), pp.1-3 92 SB, vol. 7, no. 2 (Apr 1934), pp.12-16 93 SB, vol. 7, no. 2 (Dec 1934), pp.24-25 
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transform China into a great nation. Perhaps, said one writer, the next generation 
of young people were China’s greatest hope, but young people grow old and, 
lacked perseverance. Only religion had the vitality to last for thousands of years 
yet remain strong. Of the various religious options available in China, he said, 
only Christianity was a universal religion which advocated activism in 
confronting social problems (rather than passively tolerating social problems), 
promoted gender equality (perhaps seen through the unbinding of feet and 
starting of schools for women), and did not discriminate between the different 
social classes.94 Islam, Confucianism and Buddhism all failed the test. 
In December 1936, an article titled “The Modern Christian” argued that 
it was the latter’s duty to save China, and that Christians could start by being 
anti-war, since God is displeased by wars.95 In this same vein, Andrew Chen, 
discussed how religious groups, educators and media workers from around the 
world should come together to spread anti-war ideas.96 In December 1937, the 
Chinese Methodists organized a fundraising drama production to raise funds to 
relief the suffering of those displaced by the Sino-Japanese War.97 In response 
to criticisms of Christian pacifism, an article was published in September 1940 
explaining how Christians were not pacifists who would just stand aside and 
allow Japan to invade China. Rather, they resisted aggression in different, and 
even superior, ways. The writer expounded on various Bible verses to explain 
how the Christian way of resisting war builds lasting peace. Unfortunately, he 
did not explain how these principles could be put into practice,98 nor was there 
                                                            94 SB, vol. 9 no. 3 (Mar 1936), pp.10-11 95 SB, vol. 9, no. 12 (Dec 1936), p.11 96 SB, vol. 7 no. 2 (Apr 1934), p.1 97 SB, vol. 10, no. 11 (Nov 1937), pp.16-23 98 SB, vol. 13, no. 9 (Sep 1940), pp.2-4 
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any indication that such rhetoric about war was ever put into practice or 
conversation with other Chinese nationalist ideas regarding the Sino-Japanese 
conflict. 
The MCMC leaders facilitated the emergence of a China-oriented 
identity by giving ample space in the SB to report on the speeches and ideas of 
various prominent Chinese Christians who were also political leaders in the 
Nationalist government in Nanjing. Zhang Zhijiang 张之江, former military 
leader under the “Christian General” Feng Yuxiang, and member of the 
government, came to Singapore to urge the Overseas Chinese to work together 
with evangelistic groups in China to convert the Chinese people (presumably in 
both China and Nanyang).99 A month later, he was also reported to have been 
preaching in Cantonese at Kuala Lumpur.100 Chiang Kai Shek’s thoughts on 
turning 50, as well as a sermon he gave in a Methodist church in Nanjing were 
reported in full, with themes revolving around how Jesus was Chiang’s model 
to continue fighting against the odds for the sake of his people.101 A speech by 
Soong Mei-ling (Chiang’s wife) discussing her Christian duty to give her all for 
her country was also published.102  
The narrative structure employed by Chiang and Soong is, in some sense, 
similar. There is recognition of China’s troubles, reflection on how Jesus 
surmounted His own troubles for the sake of His people, a drawing of strength 
from Jesus’s example, and a rousing proclamation of how they will continue to 
                                                            99 SB, vol. 9, no. 1 (Jan, 1936), p.2 100 SB, vol. 9, no. 2 (Feb, 1936), pp.2-3 101 SB, vol. 9, no. 12 (Dec, 1936), pp.7-10 and vol. 10, no. 4 (Apr, 1937), pp.7-9 102 SB, vol. 7, no. 4 (Aug, 1934), pp. 12-15. Soong’s thoughts were written and published in English in the United States. 
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serve their country. The narrative structure is driven by a response to China’s 
suffering, and this structure was also expressed in the SB. In 1937 it published 
a plea for readers to petition God to intervene and have mercy on China, pardon 
the people’s sins, and deliver them from war. The prayer is modelled after a 
prayer in the Book of Psalms when the leader of the Israelites was asking God 
to deliver them from their enemies and suffering.103  The Biblical nation of Israel 
as God’s people became appropriated as an image for the suffering of the 
Chinese people, who would surely be delivered by God. 
The reproduction of the relationship between Christianity and national 
salvation as espoused by the GMD leaders is unsurprising, because Chiang, 
Soong, Feng and Zhang were all baptized Methodists. The Soong family were 
taught a Christianity that had modernism and nationalism as allies.104 Given the 
Social Gospel emphasis of the Methodist Church in the 1930s, these national 
leaders would have been the standard bearers, the fruit of Methodist labour for 
the renewal and transformation of China. After Zhang’s visit to Malaysia, his 
calligraphic writing of “南钟 (Southern Bell)” was used as the header on the 
cover page of the SB from January 1936 to March 1938, replacing the previous 
one written by Andrew Chen. 
Many of the articles discussed above would not look out of place if they 
were published in China. Clearly, in the minds of the writers, the Chinese 
Methodists in Malaysia were bonded together by a sense of duty to China, the 
“祖国 (homeland)”. Those who were Chinese, who called China the homeland, 
                                                            103 SB, vol. 10, no. 7 (Jul, 1937), p.1 104 Liang, “Imperialism, Modernization and Postcolonial Christianity”, p.6 
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were implicitly one people. Furthermore, in the 1930s, most of the Overseas 
Chinese were likely first-generation migrants, including leaders like Andrew 
Chen and Lim Hong Ban.105 The frequency and moral imperative with which 
the SB’s articles urged its readers to be concerned about China and to play a part 
in its salvation (both physical/material and soteriological) shows how Church 
leaders saw the Chinese Christian as intrinsically tied to China. However, being 
in diaspora, many of the Overseas Chinese could not contribute meaningfully 
to the transformation of Chinese society beyond the donation of money and 
support for the political leaders who were Christian. As such, the discourse of 
this period built prayer connections between the Chinese Methodists in 
Malaysia and China, but was probably limited in its ability to transform the 
Nanyang Chinese Methodists into genuine actors in the drama of “national 
salvation”.  
Christianity and the Transformation of Chinese Culture  
The SB, helped its readers negotiate between their Chinese and Christian 
cultural identities through the ideas of national salvation. One of the movements 
that received extensive coverage in the SB was the New Life Movement, 
launched by Chiang Kai-shek in 1934 and meant to re-shape China’s culture 
along Confucian and Christian notions of morality. The Movement was started 
as a reformation movement to galvanize the nation towards better morality, 
hygiene, and productivity, through emphasis on cultivation of the individual’s 
character. At the same time, it could also be seen in light of the emerging 
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political challenge coming from the Communist Party. As a cultural reform 
movement, the New Life Movement sought to unite the nation under GMD 
leadership. The Social Gospel missionaries felt that it was a good movement 
that promoted Christian virtues, and made China more welcoming to 
Christianity, while simultaneously building a buffer against Communist 
influence over the population. Even though the effects of the movement were 
not as far-reaching as hoped, the missionaries were optimistic, and felt that the 
New Life Movement was indeed a great source of hope for China’s future.106 
In 1934, SB published an article discussing the New Life Movement. 
The writer delves into detailed analysis of China's problems, with the final 
diagnosis being that individuals were without morals. He points to corruption, 
banditry, and civil wars as evidence of the lack of morals in China. The “morals” 
referred to here are the traditional Confucian Chinese values of li yi lian chi 
(propriety, righteousness, incorruptibility and humility), which also formed the 
cornerstone of the New Life Movement. The way for China to move forward, 
as explained by Chiang, was to return to values that were part of China's 
tradition.  The writer goes one step further than Chiang to argue that the 
Movement should include the banning of vices and the promotion of public 
good. The values advocated were: “tichang gongyi, yongyu weishan, fuwei 
chiruo, jingua xugu, xiaoqin jingzhang, haoxue qingong (promoting the public 
good, courageous in being kind, helping the needy and the weak, having 
compassion on widows and orphans, filial piety and respect of elders, being 
                                                            106 Zou, Demise of Tianfeng, pp.260-265; See M. Searle Bates, “The Theology of American Missionaries in China, 1900-1950”, in Fairbank ed., The Missionary Enterprise in China and America, for an overview of the theological motivations of the American missionaries. 
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studious and hardworking)”.107 These values are based on Christian precepts, 
with approximate concepts of “seek[ing] the welfare of the city” (Jeremiah 29:7), 
to take care of widows and orphans (James 1:27), honouring one’s parents 
(Exodus 20:12), and so on. Not surprisingly, the SB saw a compatibility between 
a Christian-led, but ultimately, secular cultural reform movement, and Christian 
values. 
The writer gives the New Life a second, Christian meaning that is, in his 
opinion, a better account of the spiritual source of a true New Life. Only God 
can cleanse the hearts of people, to make them desire the values of li yi lian 
chi.108 The writer thus largely assumes that the best values of Chinese tradition 
are good, but despite their non-Christian roots, can only be achieved, or even 
desired, through of the influence of God. The assumed continuity and coherence 
between Chinese Confucian values and Christian public morality seemed to 
place Confucian tradition and Christian faith along a continuum of authority, 
with the transforming power of God as the ultimate arbitrator and enabler of 
good.  
Traditional Chinese thought was taken as a good source of insight which 
can help deepen the Christian’s understanding of human nature and Christian 
growth. In an article, Andrew Chen opens with a quote from Zhuangzi: “哀莫
大于心死，而身死次之 ai mo dayu xinsi, er shensi cizhi (There is no greater 
despair than the death of the heart; the death of the body is secondary)”. Chen 
discusses the futility of human worry, which is often concerned about the death 
                                                            107 SB, vol. 7 no. 2 (Apr, 1934), p.2 108 Ibid. 
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of the body, but neglects the death of the heart and spiritual condition. The 
Gospel regenerates the heart and guarantees the resurrection of the body. Thus, 
Chen argues that Zhuangzi’s insight into the human condition explains why 
people need to accept the Christian message.109  
These examples suggest that the subsuming of Chinese thought under 
Christian faith and morality was the way for Chinese Methodists to deal with 
the tension between the authoritative texts that formed their identity.110 As an 
exercise in intertextuality, the Chinese Methodists serve as an example 
illustrating Archie Lee’s argument that the Bible can sometimes be slotted into 
an existing world of authoritative texts instead of eradicating them.111 The Bible 
did not completely silence the moral claims of Confucianism, but rather, 
appropriated them into the new Chinese Christian identity. In doing so, the 
Chinese Methodists in Malaysia carried on a rich tradition of inter-textual and 
inter-cultural engagement between Christianity and Chinese culture.  
Conclusion 
The focus on “national salvation” was a distinctive of Chinese 
nationalism in the 1930s. This concern for China spread to the Overseas Chinese, 
including the Methodists of Nanyang. They participated in the “national 
salvation” discourse, even though opportunities to make any real impact back 
                                                            109Andrew Chen, “Shengsi guantou, fuhuo zhi Fuyin (An Issue of Life and Death, the Gospel of the Resurrection)” SB, vol. 10, no. 3 (Mar, 1937), p.1 110 Christian theologian and philosopher H. Richard Niebuhr describes this as the “Christ the Transformer of Culture” form of resolving the tensions between Christ and culture. This model sees culture as human constructs that are valuable, yet also under the sovereignty of God. Christ transforms and redeems culture such that it finds its proper role in revealing the God of all Culture. See H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture, (New York: HarperOne, 50th Anniversary edition, 2001), pp.190-229 111 Archie Lee, “Scriptural Translations and Cross-textual Hermeneutics”, in Oxford Handbook of Christianity in Asia”, pp.121-133 
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in China were limited for those overseas. The MCMC had a Christian 
perspective of China’s needs. This perspective was a product of the Methodist 
mission in China, with its strong concerns for social and cultural transformation 
in China. The emotional connections with China were further strengthened by 
the fact that several key Chinese leaders were Methodists, and that most of the 
leaders of the MCMC were China-born. The SB thus sought to keep readers 
aware of developments in China, and sought to shape a Christian way of 
thinking about how China’s problems could be solved. 
This chapter has tried to demonstrate how Chinese Methodism in 
Malaysia had its roots in the experience of Methodism in China. The 
development of the Chinese Conference in Malaysia reflected the 
indigenization experience of the Methodist denomination in China, but was able 
to develop at a slower pace, as there were no anti-foreign sentiments directed to 
the Western missionaries in Malaysia. The writings of the Chinese Methodist 
leaders in Malaysia incorporated cultural references used to illustrate or explain 
a Christian view of events in China. Chinese Methodists in Malaysia were also 
kept abreast of developments in China, due to the diasporic mentality of the 
Chinese Christians. Yet, in the background, they were also developing a 
rootedness in Southeast Asia through the 1930s. Chapter Three will look at how 
these Chinese roots slowly grew into a Nanyang flower. 
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Chapter 3 – Nanyang Connections 
“Nothing makes the earth seem so spacious as to have friends at a distance; they make the latitudes and longitudes.” 
- Henry David Thoreau 
 
The Nanyang Chinese Methodist cultural identity was not only orientated 
toward China; the Nanyang Chinese were “inextricably bound to China, but also 
struggling to forge a community in Nanyang as well”.112 These concerns to 
become rooted as a community began in the 1930s, but intensified during the 
years of the Malayan Emergency, from 1949 to 1960. The “end[ing] of diaspora” 
for these Chinese Methodists developed over a tumultuous era. The cutting of 
contact with China due to the Communist Revolution and the Emergency 
pushed them to re-orientate themselves culturally and politically within their 
adopted homeland, now that it was impossible to return to the motherland even 
for a visit. This chapter will examine the beginnings of a Southeast Asian 
Chinese Methodist consciousness in the mid- and late 1930s, and will continue 
the story of the community again after the Second World War. We can see the 
building up of a religio-cultural community rooted in Nanyang, which had shed 
much of the China-oriented theology and political sentiments of the 1930s. This 
will shed light on how the War and Emergency shaped the connectional identity 
of the Nanyang Chinese Methodists to one confined within the region. This 
helps to answer the question of how the trans-national Methodist connectional 
identity that the MCAC began with became geographically bounded within 
Malaya and Singapore. This offers material for reflection upon the strengths and 
                                                            112 Robbie Goh, Christian Ministry and Asian Nations: The Metropolitan YMCA in Singapore, 1946-2006 (Singapore: Metropolitan YMCA of Singapore, 2006), p.2 
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limitations of print material for the maintenance of effective connections in the 
face of the challenges to church life posed by the tumultuous 1950s, and the 
strengths of the Methodist connectional system itself. 
Budding Ties: The 1930s 
While the articles and editorials of the SB in the 1930s, as discussed in 
the previous chapter, were often about China, regional Nanyang connections 
were also developed on the side. The SB had a dedicated section in each issue 
called huiwen (Church news), carrying updates from MCMC/MCAC 
congregations around the region. These updates helped to create the sense of a 
regional Church with regional connectionsby helping readers to feel connected 
to other groups. The SB attempted to help its readers recognize the Chinese 
Methodists scattered across Malaysia as brethren, by building connections 
through updates on the various churches across the region. This sharing of 
information re-presented the institutional connections of the Conference in a 
way that strengthened Malaysian Chinese Methodist connectionalism by 
buttressing the institutional connections with affective connections among 
readers. 
The Conference officially oversaw the Chinese Methodist churches in 
Malaya, Singapore and Sarawak, until Sarawak became autonomous in 1937, 
though it was still featured in the SB after that. The updates in the SB therefore 
link readers’ imaginations to this broad “Malaysian” geography. Furthermore, 
there was Chinese Methodist missionary work started in Java, Sumatra and even 
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the Philippines by Chinese pastors from Malaysia. 113  Thus, the Chinese 
Methodists in Singapore and Malaya were constantly kept abreast of 
developments in these Chinese congregations. In fact, issues of the SB were 
ordered by the churches in Sumatra, which signified their integration into this 
particular reading community.114 Furthermore, by letting readers know this fact, 
the SB helped to re-present the Chinese Methodist connectionalism to its readers. 
Another illustration would be the update that the Chief Editor, Andrew Chen, 
who was simultaneously pastor-in-charge of Foochow Methodist Church in 
Singapore, had travelled to Java to raise funds for a new building for his 
congregation in 1934. 115  The SB played a crucial role in making these 
connections visible to the members of the regional MCMC/MCAC, and thus, 
helped them know of others to whom they were connected via the institution, 
and who were providing financial and (through prayer) spiritual assistance.  
The Japanese Occupation 
The advent of the Second World War caused many of these connections 
to be disrupted. Due to Japanese control over publications, movements of 
people, and large gatherings, the connectionalism that once bound the Chinese 
Methodists of Malaysia and China was temporarily broken. There has been little 
academic research done on the experiences of Christianity as a religion, and 
                                                            113 Earnest Lau, From Mission to Church, p.63. Lau notes that there had been discussion on shifting the Chinese churches in Sumatra to be under the care of the MAC in 1932. The transfer did not happen until they came under the Malaysian Chinese Missions Conference in 1936, but prior to that, there had been “an informal understanding allow[ing] Chinese pastors to be assigned across the Malacca Strait.” The Chinese Christian settlement in Sitiawan had been started by Rev. Ling Ching Mi, who recruited settlers from among the Foochow Methodists in China. He had also been the founding pastor of what is today known as Foochow Methodist Church. See Zhu Feng, “Jidujiao yu haiwai Huaren”, p.21 and “tanghui jianshi Brief History of CAC Churches” CAC News Booklets Vol. 5, (Singapore: CAC Board of Publications, 1991), p.125. 114 “Results of the SB sales competition”, SB, vol. 9, no. 4, (Apr, 1936) 115 “Note of thanks to friend in Java”, SB, vol. 7 no. 6, (Dec, 1934) 
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churches as institutions during World War Two, though there is a forthcoming 
coffee-table book which sheds light on the experiences of Christians during the 
War. This book draws its material from original oral history interviews, extracts 
from biographies, and reports produced by local Methodist leaders, for the 
American mission board after the War.116 The material in this book shows the 
effects of Japanese attempts to atomize religious groups. Bobby Sng writes that 
the Japanese “ordered every Christian church to re-organize itself into an 
independent unit.” This effectively fractured denominational ties between 
congregations.117 In Malaya, religious life was severely hampered by Japanese 
commandeering of Church properties, the internment of missionaries, and the 
restrictions of travelling, which made it difficult for Christian ministers to meet 
the needs of their flock.118 
The Japanese feared that the Methodists were hostile to them, and at 
least two specific incidents justified these suspicions. First, the missionary 
Bishop Edwin Lee, had given an anti-Japanese and pro-Allied radio broadcast 
over Radio Malaya before the invasion began.119 As a result, the Methodist 
missionaries who stayed behind were arrested (though Bishop Lee had 
evacuated out of Singapore), while the Anglican Bishop, who was not deemed 
                                                            116 Days of Darkness, Days of Light, (Singapore: Methodist Church in Singapore), forthcoming September 2015. Unfortunately, for many of the developments of the Church during the War, it is difficult to go beyond “impressions” as documents from within the time period are rare, and systematic oral history projects have, to the best of my knowledge, not done. It is hoped that the interviews collected for the purpose of this book, both in the original transcripts and in the edited form that appears in the book, go some way to shedding light on this period. 117 Bobby Sng, In His Good Time: The Story of the Church in Singapore, 1819-2002 (Singapore: Bible Society of Singapore and the Graduates’ Christian Fellowship, 2003, Third edition), p.192 118 John Roxborogh, A History of Christianity in Malaysia (Singapore: Genesis and Seminari Theoloji Malaysia, 2014), pp.68-69 119 Theodore Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980 (Singapore: Methodist   Book Room, 1982), pp. 67-68 
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anti-Japanese, was given freedom to continue serving as the figurehead of the 
entire Christian community in Singapore until late 1943. Nonetheless, despite 
the internment of the missionaries, the local leaders were still able to continue 
meeting. In September 1942, the Methodist Church in Singapore wanted to hold 
its Annual Conference, though it is unclear whether the meeting was actually 
held, and if so, when. At about the same time, several important Methodist 
leaders were denounced as anti-Japanese. They had met for a dinner meeting to 
discuss plans for the Conference. However, for unknown reasons, a fellow 
Methodist minister told the Japanese that they were hatching an anti-Japanese 
plot.120  
The situation deteriorated further after 1943. Before 1943, a Japanese 
Christian military officer, Captain Andrew Ogawa, was in charge of the 
regulation of religious activities. In this capacity, he allowed Christian activities 
to carry on as normally as possible, even ensuring that other Japanese soldiers 
did not disturb church services. In 1943, however, he was transferred out of 
Singapore, possibly because he was deemed to be too close to the Christian 
community.121 Without his patronage, Christianity came under greater control 
and scrutiny. As a result, future Methodist Conferences were forbidden, and 
each local church had to run itself without the benefit of the connectional system. 
Publications came under even tighter watch by the Japanese. As a result of these 
                                                            120 Ho Seng Ong, “Letter to Dr. and Mrs. Archer, dated 7 October 1945”, Reel No. 24, Missionary Files (Microfilm Edition), United Methodist Church Archives – GCAH, Madison, New Jersey, USA. 121 Joseph Thambiah, Diffusing the Light: The Story of St Andrew’s Cathedral, Singapore, Chronicle of 150 Years of God’s Grace and Faithfulness (Singapore: Armour Publishing, 2013), p. 100 
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disrupted, the SB and the MCAC only restarted in 1948, leading to a gap in 
information. 
Post-War Rebuilding 
In the aftermath of the devastation of the Second World War, the 
Conference minutes reflected an intense period of rebuilding of both physical 
buildings and war-torn Christian communities. This went on for the large part 
of the decade, with each District Superintendent’s report placing large focus on 
the rebuilding projects, and community rebuilding, especially by focusing on 
reaching out to the youth. The SB was mobilized to help, both to raise awareness 
and funds for the reconstruction of church buildings, and to help the members 
of the MCAC reconnect with each other. This period saw the MCAC distanced 
from China to become more localized, in the sense that the pressing issues were 
now those affecting Malaysia and Southeast Asia, rather than China. The 1950s 
should therefore be described as the decisive time where the Chinese Methodists 
in Malaysia, to borrow Shih Shu-Mei’s argument, stopped being diaspora. 
One of the greatest priorities was rebuilding the damaged buildings. The 
emphasis was so great that, at the end of the decade, Bishop Hobart Amstutz 
gently rebuked his fellow leaders for placing more importance on “material 
things and buildings erected by the Church” than on living the Christian life.122 
Nonetheless, progress reports give us a small glimpse into the politics and 
economics of the Emergency and the impact that the creation of New Villages 
was having upon the lives of rural Chinese. British policy in response to the 
Communist insurgency varied according to geographical location. The churches 
                                                            122 Minutes of the fourteenth session, JMCAC, August, 1960, p.9 
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that were located in or around the Chinese communities that dwelt near the 
forests and areas targeted for relocation were affected more than the churches 
that were based in urban centres. Also, Communist activity was a greater threat 
to the Chinese Christians in the forests than they were to those living in the 
urban centres.  
Churches in the urban centres were constantly reporting great successes 
in raising funds for newer, bigger buildings. In Singapore, Hinghwa Methodist 
Church managed to build a new church premise which cost $100,000, though it 
is unclear how much of the money was raised by the members of the 
congregation themselves, and how much was donated by other churches.123 It 
must be noted that Hinghwa Methodist, while considered large in membership 
by the standards of the CAC, had only 240 active members, yet was self-
sufficient in funding its own pastors and preachers.  Over the next few years 
several other Methodist churches in Penang, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore 
were able to afford sizable purchases of land and/or buildings.124 Thus it is clear 
that the urban-based congregations were generally in good financial condition 
once they had recovered from the war. 
In contrast, churches located among the rural communities endured hard 
times during the Emergency. While the socio-cultural conditions of the New 
Villages have received little historiographical treatment, there has been even 
less attention to the Emergency’s impact upon the rural communities hollowed 
out by resettlement. Many of these plantations were on the fringes of the forests, 
                                                            123 Minutes of the Fourth Session, JMCAC, December, 1950, p.45 124 See Minutes of the Fifth Session, JMCAC, December, 1951, pp.34-35; Minutes of the Twelfth Session, JMCAC, August, 1958, p.8; SB, vol. 24, no.2, (Apr, 1957), p.31 
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classified as potential areas of Communist activity. Thus, many of the people 
living in villages in these areas were targeted for re-location into New Villages, 
shrinking the churches serving local plantation workers.125  
Lack of source material prevents in-depth analysis of the effect of the 
hollowing out, but again, MCAC reports give some clues. In 1950, Rev. Chua 
Iok Han commented that it was difficult for him to visit his flock, because many 
of the churches in his district were in the forests and jungles, “the hidings of the 
terrorists.”126 In Kuala Pilah, a lay leader in the church, had a grenade thrown 
into his shop house. Members of the church in Betang, Pahang, were leaving to 
move to Klang or Kuala Lumpur due to Communist activity. 127  In 1951, 
members of the Methodist church in Raub, Pahang, were “threatened because 
they attended church services.”128 Even after the Emergency regulations took 
hold, life in these “left behind” communities was difficult. Trinity Church in 
Sitiawan was badly affected for a different reason, as people left for the New 
Village due to the economic slump caused by the fall in rubber prices.129  
None of these were serious problems compared to what the churches in 
the plantations and jungles of Johore faced. These churches were part of the 
South-Central District, from 1950-1958. In these eight years, the District was 
increasingly impoverished by the Emergency and economic conditions, 
probably due to the falling rubber prices. With their livelihoods under threat, 
                                                            125 Fifth session, p.39 126 Minutes of the Third Session, JMCAC, January 1950, p.31 127 Ibid., pp.33-34 128 Fifth Session, JMCAC, p.43 129 Minutes of the Sixth Session, JMCAC, Dec 1952, p.45. From 1951-1952, rubber’s share of the Malayan GNP fell by almost half, and fell again in 1953. Rubber production in Malaysia went into a long term decline after that. T.R. McHale, Rubber and the Malaysian Economy (Singapore: M.P.H. Printers, 1967), pp.91-93  
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congregations were not able to raise additional money needed for the rebuilding 
of the church buildings.130 By 1955, conditions had worsened further. Among 
the 14 churches in the district, there were only 778 members. Of these churches, 
12 had 60 members or less. Members who were poor, had difficult living 
conditions, and were sick, could be seen by simply raising one’s eyes.131  
The struggles of the church members affected the pastors as well, 
because in the 1950s, each church was responsible for supporting its own 
pastors and preachers, with no subsidy from the Conference. By 1953, some 
pastors and preachers were already falling sick from malnutrition. For some of 
the smaller churches, it was noted that the average amount per capita given per 
year was $3.00.132 The size of a small church was typically fewer than 50 
members. This meant that, out of the estimated $150.00 that would be given by 
an average small church, the pastor or preacher had to support his own 
livelihood for a year, on top of maintaining the church property.133 By the end 
of the 1950s, buildings in the South-Central District were in disrepair, and the 
congregations had no money to pay their own preachers.134 
What effect did this have upon the MCAC’s sense of connectionalism? 
How did it challenge the notion that they belonged to one community? The 
differences between the urban and rural populations were stark. After many 
difficult years, the South-Central district was dissolved. Johore got combined 
                                                            130 For an example, see Sixth session, p.34. 131 Minutes of the Ninth Session, JMCAC, August, 1955, p.24 132 Minutes of the Seventh Session, JMCAC, December, 1953, p.30 133 In contrast, a pastor of a small church in Singapore, such as the newly started Hougang Methodist Church (later renamed the Paya Lebar Chinese Methodist Church) was able to raise $20 per month for its preacher. See “Mr. Ong Heng Kok”, Oral Interview done in 2005, accessed via http://www.ttc.edu.sg/csca/lch/stb-plmint.pdf, on 30 October 2013. 134 Minutes of the Twelfth Session, August, 1958, p.51 
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into the South District, which had its main base in the richer, Chinese-dominated 
areas of Malacca and Singapore. With the poorer churches in the jungles of 
Johore attached to a richer district, they could gather donations from wealthier 
congregations. While the contrast in financial well-being could have sown 
unhappiness between the churches, the leadership relied upon the idea of a 
connected body to encourage the churches to give to one another, thus building 
up connections instead.  
Reports of such support for poorer brethren are surprisingly lacking in 
the SB, however. While the issues from 1948-1955 are lost, the Church News 
sections of those published from 1955-1958 make little mention about the 
difficulties of these poor communities. Such discussions of the hardship of 
church work in jungle areas were in fact kept private, and only discussed among 
the pastors and important lay leaders during the Conferences. These discussions 
were recorded and published in the JMCAC. The SB, on the other hand, only 
published successes of church work. The contents of the SB will be discussed 
more in the next chapter, but for now, it suffices to note that, in the 1950s, it 
was used mainly as an evangelistic tool. It contained articles that served to 
instruct readers on how to share the Gospel, and might even have been meant 
for non-Christians to read. The sad news from the congregations severely 
affected by the Emergency did not fit in with the purposes of the SB. Instead, 
the published JMCAC (containing the minutes of the Conference proceedings) 
was used to help pastors “strengthen the united effort of Methodism in this area.” 
Because the Methodism system was a “connectional body”, Bishop Raymond 
Archer wrote that “we all [referring to the Methodist pastors] belong together 
and we belong to each other. This spirit of unity has been the strength of 
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Methodism.” 135  As such, the JMCAC, was the right place to discuss the 
difficulties of Church work. These discussions led to reorganization efforts so 
that the Conference could continue to be effective in Christian ministry. 
New Village Mission during the Emergency 
Current literature on the Malayan Emergency has largely neglected the 
role of Christian missionary work in the New Villages.136 It is not just the work 
of the missionaries that has been neglected. In the battle for the hearts and minds 
of the people, foreign missionaries and local churches alike were co-opted into 
the fight, with the colonial administration deeming Christianity as a good 
ideological buffer against Communist ideology. 137  The British invited 
missionaries to come to Malaya to work in the New Villages; they were 
especially keen on those who had been expelled from China after 1949.138 
Western missionaries, with their expertise in medical and educational services, 
became an important part of New Village life.139 Yet, in many of these villages, 
it was the local churches who spearheaded the outreach to their neighbours, 
often with no missionary involvement. The SB’s publication of updates tells us 
about the Christian work in the New Villages, and invites reflection on how 
these reports fit into the larger community-building plans of the MCAC. 
                                                            135 Bishop Raymond Archer, “Making Use of the Annual Conference Journal”, Minutes of the Eighth Session, JMCAC 136 Lee Kam Hing, “A Neglected Story: Christian Missionaries, Chinese New Villagers, and Communists in the Battle for the ‘Hearts and Minds’ in Malaya, 1948-1960”, in Modern Asian Studies, vol. 47, no. 6, November 2013, pp.1977-1978 137 David Khoo Sheng Li, “Winning hearts and souls: missionaries in the new villages during the Malayan emergency”, Honours thesis, NUS History Department, 2003 138 Read Lee, “A Neglected Story” for a fuller account of missionary recruitment 139 Ng Moon Hing et al., zuida de Fuyin langchao yong jinglai: 1948-19—nian cong Jingji faling dao xuanjiaoshi cheli The Contribution of the Churches during the Malayan Emergency, (Kuala Lumpur: The Bridge Communication, 2009). The final section of this volume is a collection of original oral interviews that recount the experiences of Chinese Christians living in the New Villages. 
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The dangers and difficulties faced by those who did not relocate have 
already been discussed in the previous section. Those who did were shifted out 
of the forests and into the New Villages, with strict restrictions on mobility, so 
that they would be out of the reach of the Communists140 As many villagers had 
been uprooted from their communities and plunged into completely new 
environs, livelihood was a great challenge. The agricultural projects often did 
not yield enough for subsistence and commercial purposes, nor were all New 
Villagers familiar with agricultural work.141 Community life was also difficult, 
as people were suddenly living amongst strangers who came from different 
parts of Malaya, and possibly spoke different languages and dialects. 142 
Education was disrupted due to the War, and then due to the necessity for able 
bodies to work, in order to earn enough to survive. When not working--and in 
some villages the curfew was set at 2:00 in the afternoon--people needed new 
rhythms for life, entertainment and leisure.143  
The Methodist missionaries and MCAC preachers and volunteers 
stepped into this challenging environment. New Village life needed to be made 
attractive and not just bearable. The Methodists offered education, healthcare, 
leisure, as well as the Gospel message through the various New Village workers. 
The Malayan Annual Conference made special appointments for medical work, 
largely trained missionaries or medical students who volunteered to serve. The 
work of evangelism and education was left to the local churches in or around 
                                                            140 Kernial Singh Sandhu, “Introduction: Emergency Resettlement in Malaya”, in Ray Nyce, Chinese New Villages in Malaya (Singapore: Malaysian Sociological Research Institute, 1973), pp. xxxiii-xxxiv 141 Lim Hin Fui, “Poverty Among Chinese in Malaysia (With Special Reference to Three New Villages in Perak), PhD Dissertation, Institute of Advanced Studies, Universiti Malaya, 1990 142 Nyce, Chinese New Villages, p.111-118 143 Sandhu, “Introduction”, p. Lix 
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the New Villages.144 In the earlier years of the Emergency, MCAC churches 
near the New Villages sent preachers to evangelize; as the numbers of converts 
in the New Villages grew, new churches would be set up, made up of resettled 
Christians and new converts. Ordained pastors and lay preachers were sent to 
lead these new congregations. The congregation would then submit a petition 
for land to build a church to the British authorities. These new churches carried 
out the usual religious services, as well as running classes and organizing leisure 
activities. 
The Youth Fellowships in these villages received considerable attention 
in the SB. There were activities for the spiritual life of the participants, such as 
Bible study, youth worship services, and prayer. For recreation, the Youth 
Fellowships organized sports competitions, choirs, a variety of music and drama 
performances, and excursions. There were also evangelistic events where the 
youth were brought to visit prisons, hospitals, and homes.145 In some cases, the 
Youth Fellowship was linked to the schools and other classes that the churches 
were starting, such as night schools. Other subjects taught included Mandarin, 
math, elementary English, and religious music.146 
The focus on activities perceived as “fun” for the youth must be read 
against a historical backdrop of the socio-cultural environment in the New 
Villages. A sermon given at the Short-term Volunteer Training School in Perak, 
as reproduced in the June 1957 issue of the SB listed several problems with the 
youth of the day. According to the sermon, youth should not smoke, drink or 
                                                            144 Minutes of the Eleventh Session, August, 1957, p.14 145 Minutes of the Fifteenth Session, August, 1961, p.39 146 SB, vol.22, no.3, (Jun, 1955), p.20 
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gamble; they must be generous towards friends, be hardworking, and not spend 
all their money on entertainment. They must be honest, love others as oneself, 
and be polite to family. They must bravely serve God, and cannot use sports or 
going on dates as an excuse to not do so. Tellingly, the original listeners and 
readers of the SB were told to use their spare time wisely on “normal activities” 
like photography, stamp collection, keeping up communications with others, 
and music, instead of wasting time on useless things.147 The church leaders 
hoped to shape the youth culture of the day by teaching them new forms of 
entertainment and hopefully the importance of Christian service.148 
The SB also reflects concern with keeping the community from falling 
apart. The fear of losing members was reflected in discussions over education. 
The MCAC only operated three Chinese-language primary schools, with no 
secondary schools. Children of Methodists who wanted Chinese-medium 
education beyond primary level had to attend secular schools, or those run by 
other Chinese organizations (which might have been Confucian or Buddhist in 
orientation). The leaders moved to start Christian, Chinese-medium secondary 
schools. 149  This was identified as an area for the MCAC to become more 
involved in. In 1956, the twentieth anniversary of the inauguration of the 
Chinese Conference, Bishop Hobart Amstutz “hope[d] that the Chinese 
Conference may establish itself even more firmly in the hearts and lives of the 
Chinese people of Malaya by the development of a better and larger school 
system and in particular, with a Chinese High School.”150 The MCAC were 
                                                            147 SB, vol. 24, no. 3, (Jun, 1957), pp.21-22 148 SB, vol. 23, no. 1, (Feb, 1956), p.22 149 Third Session (Chinese report), JMCAC, p.33 for the resolution to petition for land to build schools, p.38 for fears that children will be “recruit[ed]…against the church”. 150 Minutes of the Tenth Session, JMCAC, August, 1956, Preface 
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largely unsuccessful at starting new high schools, however, and this discussion 
completely bypassed larger tensions between students of Chinese schools and 
the British authorities that were ongoing in the middle of the decade. The 
avoidance of confrontation with colonial authorities and lack of attention to 
politicized issues, would become a pattern in the MCAC’s engagement in the 
region. 
The SB also published news about marriages between Christians, a 
concern which needs to be seen in historical context. In 1936, there were only 
15 Christian marriages (marriages between two Christians officiated by the 
Methodist pastors). In 1937, there were 46 such marriages, and 40 in 1938.151 
One such marriage raised as a positive example was Mr. Cai Wen De (蔡文得), 
from Pengakalan Kempas, Negeri Sembilan. Mr. Cai’s fiancée was a non-
Christian who converted under her fiancé’s influence, and was baptised before 
their wedding.152  In the same issue of the SB, the marriage of a Nanyang 
University Assistant Professor to a Methodist from Seramban was described as 
one between “matching families, indeed a God-made match”.153 Readers were 
encouraged (or were supposed to encourage their children) to focus on building 
strong Christian families, which would help keep the Christian community 
together, instead of dissolving into the wider Chinese populace in Malaya and 
Singapore. 
                                                            151 Minutes of the Second, Third and Fourth Session, JMCMC 152 SB, vol. 25, no.1 (Feb, 1958), p.27 153 Ibid., p.28. Unfortunately, in 1962, at the age of 36, Prof. Chuang died a gruesome death, being decapitated in a traffic accident in Jurong, while travelling back to Nanyang University after buying books in the city. Straits Times, 18 May, 1962, p.5. Accessed via http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/straitstimes19620518-1.2.55.aspx. The Nanyang University Christian Fellowship held a memorial for Prof. Chuang on campus, on the 29th of May, 1962. Nanyang Siang Pau, 29 May, 1962, p.13. Accessed via http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/nysp19620529-1.2.29.5.aspx 
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The number of Christian marriages was small, and presumably, there 
were many more marriages than those reported as “Christian marriages”. As 
such, it appears that many of the church members were marrying non-Christians. 
The Committee on Public Morals even had to publish an advisory encouraging 
all church workers to dissuade their children from doing so. 154  Socially, 
marriage between a person from the Christian minority and someone from the 
Chinese, non-Christian majority is of course natural, but the prospects of the 
Christian spouse gradually abandoning his or her faith are as likely as the non-
Christian spouse eventually converting. The Church needed to ensure that it was 
not losing members to non-Christian marriages. 
It seems that the experience of the MCAC during the Emergency can 
contribute towards the broader historiography of the period as well. Karl Hack 
argues for a more nuanced analysis of the Emergency, noting that part of the 
plan to win people’s hearts and minds was through the provision of more 
amenities to the New Villages.155 How were these amenities provided? The 
support of missionaries was instrumental in the provision of healthcare and 
education.156 The role of the MCAC was also crucial, particularly for the youth. 
While it is difficult to measure the contribution that the MCAC had directly 
towards the counter-insurgency efforts, it does fill an important gap in helping 
us understand how the hearts and minds of people were won. The relationship 
between Christianity, the Emergency, and the Cold War would be explored 
further in Chapter Four, as I move on to consider why the MCAC placed a heavy 
emphasis on evangelism during the Emergency years. 
                                                            154 Seventh Session, p.44 155 Karl Hack, “The Malayan Emergency as Counter-Insurgency Paradigm”, Journal of Strategic Studies, vol.33, no.3, pp.383-414 156 Khoo, “Winning hearts and souls” 
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The Changing Connections 
In the period from 1936 to 1960, the content of the print material that 
shaped the connectional boundaries of the Malaysia Chinese Methodist 
community had changed, with the most obvious being the disappearance of 
China from the pages of the SB. The comparison with the pre-War years is 
striking. As discussed in the previous chapter, the pre-War Chinese Methodist 
community was diasporic in orientation, with a strong concern for 
developments in China. If Wang Gungwu is right that part of what it means to 
be diaspora is “to keep up with developments in China through relatives at home, 
or by reading news of the fortunes of the empire or the republic”,157 then the 
disappearance of news about China from the SB would be one sign of the “end 
of diaspora”.  
It was not simply a matter of the inability to return to China. As argued 
in the previous chapter, Chinese nationalism was largely a subjective process, 
whereby individual subjects identified with the nation. Thus, the “ending of 
diaspora” also would require a re-subjectivization of the Chinese overseas, such 
that they saw themselves more as Chinese rooted in Malaysia, or any other host 
society. This process was complex. Despite being cut off from the PRC, the 
Methodists in Malaysia could reasonably still identify themselves with the 
GMD regime in Taiwan, headed by the Christian Chiang and Soong families. 
There was also the possibility of continuing a shared rhetoric of a fight against 
the Communist threat in China and Malaya. However, instead of shifting their 
                                                            157 Wang Gungwu, “Among Non-Chinese”, p.128 
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allegiance to the new regime in Taiwan, the Chinese Methodists of Malaya 
focused their attention on their host society.  
This was possible partly because the Chinese in Malaysia were 
incorporated into projects of counter-insurgency and decolonization. Britain’s 
decolonization plans were based on ideas of independent nation-states, the 
object of nationalist sentiments instead of transnational racial loyalties. The 
Malayan Emergency pushed the British to gradually transfer more power to 
local political parties. Rather than looking to the PRC or Taiwan the Chinese 
population in Malaya needed to become citizens of Malay(si)a.158 The project 
of re-locating the Chinese into New Villages was a physical representation of 
the attempt to find a space for the Chinese in a new Malaysian society. 
Localization in Malaysian society would come to dominate the pages of 
the SB. The years after 1949 saw the disappearance of China as an object of 
discourse or concern in the SB and in the MCAC discussions. 159  Instead, 
attention turned towards local issues, and survival of the Chinese Christian 
community in the new Malaya became the main focus due to the contingencies 
and expediencies of the Emergency.160 What replaced the former China-centred 
                                                            158 Richard Stubbs, Hearts and Minds in Guerrilla Warfare: The Malayan Emergency 1948-1960 (Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp.217-219 159 In March 1949, Rev. Hong Han Keng of Telok Ayer Chinese Methodist Church reported on his inspiring and refreshing sabbatical in China, when he visited his hometown, and met with the alumni of the Nanjing Theological Seminary. This was, however, the last report of any connections between the MCAC and Christians in China. Second Session, JMCAC, p.28 160 The turn towards local issues was evidenced in other Chinese overseas communities as well. An example is N.Z. Zia, a Chinese thinker and theologian who left China after 1949, stayed in Hong Kong and then moved to the USA, before returning to his hometown in Guangzhou to pass on (while holding an American citizenship). In his writings and discussions with other intellectuals through newspaper forums, Zia’s topics of discussion shifted from discussions about China’s fate, to discussions about Chinese culture held by the Chinese living in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the United States. See Ho Hing Cheong, lisan zhong de jidutu shenfen jiangou: Xie Fuya sixiang licheng Identity Development of Christian Diaspora: Thought Process of N.Z. Zia, (Tawan: Taiwan Christian Literature Council, 2013) 
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perspective was an intensification of the building of an imagined community 
within Malaysia. The SB would have aided in the creation of the imagined 
community (this community was truly imagined, since the Malayan Emergency 
made it difficult for members to travel, and members of the MCAC could hardly 
have known everyone else), as it became the vehicle through which news and 
information about the other parts of the Methodist connection were spread. 
While ministries such as the MYF were important avenues for members to meet, 
the numbers that gathered in these meetings were but a small part of the entire 
Methodist connection. Though it is difficult to specify how impactful the SB 
was, that it did have an impact should be beyond doubt. It was the only 
publication that served to connect the different Chinese Methodist 
congregations in Malaya and Singapore, and was likely to have been the only 
Christian publication that they had in common. The SB helped regular readers 
to keep in touch with the events and happenings of the various congregations 
across the region (weddings, visits to villages, and other group events), thereby 
playing a part in the emergence of a regional Chinese Methodist community. 
Visual images also played an important role. More and more pictures 
were being published in the SB, with the late 1950s being especially vibrant. In 
the 1930s, most of the pictures were pictures of church buildings, or formal 
group photos of events. Individuals were not identified by name. In the late 
1950s, while the formal photos were still retained, there was a greater variety. 
There were the pictures of newly-wed couples, with a brief description of which 
church they worshipped at and who their parents were. There were also pictures 
of people in the midst of activity, such as badminton or other outdoor games.. 
Reports from delegates to the General Conference in the United States also 
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included pictures of famous sites visited during their trip, as well as pictures 
taken with children of MCAC members studying overseas.161 If friends at a 
distance make the latitudes and longitudes, then the MCAC’s attempts to create 
bonds of brotherly love within the region mapped the world of its members.  
For the Malaysian Chinese Methodists, the closing of China and the 
Malayan Emergency forced them to become far more localized, to become truly 
Malaysian Chinese. This chapter has looked at the connections that helped the 
community to re-imagine itself as being planted along the water of the Southern 
Seas. Connections alone, however, are insufficient for the building of a 
community. Being Malaysian Chinese Methodist was more than just being part 
of a network; it was also a matter of culture, theology and, ultimately, a way of 
being-in-the-world. Thus, the next chapter will examine how the MCAC saw its 
role in Malaya and Singapore from 1936 to 1960 through a theological 
framework. 
  
                                                            161 Unfortunately, the Malaysian CAC did not allow me to take pictures of the SB issues that I read in their Archives. As such, I can only describe these pictures.  
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Chapter 4 – To the Ends of the Earth 
“I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone, for salvation, and an assurance was given me that He had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me from the law of sin and death.” 
- John Wesley162 
 
A history of the MCAC must also consider how this particular body saw its role 
in the world, and its relationship with non-Christians. This necessarily involves 
paying attention to the Church’s considerations of its role in the world, in light 
of its beliefs. The connectional system helped the MCAC to come to a common 
understanding of how it should relate to the world and to maintain a theological 
identity shared with other Chinese Methodist churches in the region.  The 
content of the SB across the period of this thesis shows that the MCAC’s 
emphasis and theological position can be described as “evangelical”, in line 
with the broader global evangelical movement that was growing in the 20th 
Century.   
The emphasis on China’s national salvation, and the need to create new 
patterns of life for the New Villages were already discussed in the earlier 
chapters. Beyond these two issues, the MCAC, in its engagement with Southeast 
Asian Chinese societies was evangelistic, seeking to convert more Chinese 
people to the Christian faith.163  The Christian faith that people were being 
                                                            162 John Wesley, The Journal of John Wesley vol. vi, ch. ii, p.xvi, ed. Percy Livingstone Parker (Chicago: Moody Press, 1951) 163 “Evangelistic” and “evangelical” are two words that are often used inter-changeably (even by scholars of Christianity) but actually refer to two different things. “Evangelical” is a broad theological position, emphasizing the authority of the Word of God and a close adherence to it in one’s life. “Evangelistic”, on the other hand, refers to the intention to preach the Gospel. An evangelical believer would hold a broader ethical and religious commitment than just the activity of evangelism. 
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converted to through the evangelistic efforts of the MCAC was one that 
exhibited hallmarks of what we can describe as being evangelical. The 
evangelistic activity of the MCAC will be considered in light of larger trends in 
Church activity during the respective time periods.   
Evangelicalism and Chinese Christianity 
Before the War, as shown in Chapter Two, the MCAC was heavily 
involved in the China-oriented “national salvation” discourse (which defined 
“salvation” in a broad and not completely soteriological sense). The “Church 
News” section of the SB demonstrated the evangelistic focus of evangelicalism, 
in that it often focused on stories of revival of personal faith in Christ, and deep, 
spiritual conversions to Christianity. From this, we can see that the evangelical 
nature of religious beliefs in the MCAC were manifested through enthusiastic, 
evangelism. This section looks at how evangelicalism fit into the 
MCM/MCAC’s identity and activities in the 1930s. 
When looking at evangelicalism in the MCAC, it is hard to overlook the 
figure of John Sung. While he was not the only prominent Chinese evangelical 
of his time, he was one of the most widely travelled, and probably the most 
popular. Even though his reception by the MCMC leadership was ambivalent at 
the time (as will be discussed below), the evangelical faith that he preached had 
far-reaching consequences. As a Chinese preacher speaking in China and 
overseas, Sung (and others like him) could also be seen in some respects as a 
kind of “Chinese” articulation of Christianity. John Sung’s brand of 
evangelicalism and evangelistic zeal was, of course, not a unique Chinese 
Christian development. Nonetheless, the Chinese preacher exercises his own 
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autonomy in the weighing of theological truth, and judgement on how best to 
preach to a Chinese audience. The adoption of evangelicalism, for many in both 
China and Nanyang, occurred through the revivalism of such charismatic 
Chinese preachers. This suggests an agency and autonomy for Chinese 
Christians in the way that the Gospel was spread, and in the type of evangelical 
theology that the Chinese people responded to.  
Evangelicalism as a term has meant different things in different places 
and time. Like all theological movements, it is as much an impulse, a way of 
seeing and being in the world, as a fixed set of theological propositions. 
Nonetheless, each of these theological movements has its own tradition and 
logic, thus allowing proponents to identify what are within the limits of the 
movement, and what is not. Church historian David Bebbington proposes that 
evangelicalism has four hallmarks. They are 1) Biblicism (the Bible being 
authoritative); 2) Crucicentrism (a focus on the crucifixion); 3) Conversionism 
(a belief in the conversion of individuals); and, 4) Activism (the acting out of 
held beliefs).164  The history of evangelical activism has led to great social 
transformations in Anglophone society, especially in the 18th and 19th Centuries. 
The abolition of slavery, the promotion of education, the accessibility of 
education to females, and other socially progressive movements were led by 
individuals with evangelical beliefs, such as William Wilberforce. The 
Evangelicals emphasized conversion and transformation from inside out, and 
believed that spiritually transformed individuals would effect larger changes in 
society and the world. While evangelicalism in Chinese contexts (in China and 
                                                            164 David Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the 1980s (London: Routledge, 1989), pp.5-17 
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among the overseas Chinese) would largely exhibit similar characteristics to 
those outlined by Bebbington, evangelicalism in Chinese contexts was also 
localized, in that evangelicalism was seen as solutions to problems that the 
Chinese people faced in their time and place. 
In his study of indigenous Chinese Christian movements in the 1920s to 
1940s, Lian Xi positions the various movements and individuals that he 
examines, including John Sung, as responses to China’s travails, attempts to 
make sense of the country’s problems and the difficulties being inflicted upon 
common people. Several of these Christian movements looked to spirituality as 
a means of understanding the suffering, and to posit a way into the new age.165 
In John Sung’s brand of evangelicalism, the “sins” that were dealt with were 
sometimes specific to Christians, such as a lack of conviction in their faith. 
Other issues were manifestations of universal human sinfulness in particular 
“Chinese” ways --opium smoking, gambling, bribery and concubinage. 166 
Evangelicals like John Sung focused on the transformation of the individual 
soul by genuine conversion, and through the conversions of individuals, to 
gradually improve the condition of the Chinese people.  
John Sung’s preaching was attractive to the Chinese in China partially 
because of his style. He was animated and dramatic, even bringing a coffin on 
stage to illustrate the urgent need for conversion. For many of his audience he 
spoke with divine power, pointing out the hidden sins of individual members of 
the audience despite not knowing them, and healing several who were sick. His 
                                                            165 Lian Xi, Redeemed by Fire: The Rise of Popular Christianity in Modern China (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010) 166 Confession of such sins in response to Sung’s preaching is a key theme of Leslie T. Lyall’s A Biography of John Sung, (Singapore: Armour Publishing, 2004). 
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audiences often numbered in the thousands. At each location, Sung often stayed 
for several days, conducting three preaching sessions a day on different 
passages of Scripture. At the end of his stay in each city, evangelistic bands 
made up of local converts (many newly converted or spiritually revived during 
his rallies) would be organized to carry on the evangelizing work.167  Lian Xi 
has suggested that popular millenarianism, or a sense of the impending end of 
the world, and anti-foreign nationalism led to the rise of indigenous Christian 
movements, including John Sung’s revival rallies, where the movement was led 
by Chinese rather than Western missionaries.168 Gloria Tseng notes that Sung’s 
stand on theological issues of divine revelation, healing, forgiveness of sins 
offered real comfort for the suffering Chinese.169  
Revival 
Nanyang Christians would probably have heard of John Sung’s ministry 
through contacts in China. Some of the migrants, including several MCAC 
leaders, were even personally involved in the China revivals.170 Chinese pastors 
in Malaysia would no doubt have wished to see explosive growth in their own 
numbers of church-goers, and a vastly improved quality of faithfulness in daily 
living and spiritual disciplines. The SB ran many stories of Sung’s efforts in 
China, to inspire its readers.171 
                                                            167 Most of the literature on John Sung discusses his unique style and energy in preaching and conducting rallies. Apart from Lyall’s A Biography, other works include his edited diaries, compiled by John Sung’s daughter, Levi Sung, and a biography by Lim Ka-Tong. See Song Shangjie, The Diary of John Sung: Extracts from his journal and notes, ed. Levi Sung, trans. Thng Pheng Soon (Singapore: Genesis, 2012), Lim Ka-Tong, The Life and Ministry of John Sung (Singapore: Genesis, 2012). 168 Lian Xi, Redeemed by Fire 169 Tseng, “Revival Preaching and the Indigenization of Christianity in Republican China”, International Bulletin of Missionary Research, v. 38, 4, October 2014, p.178 170 See Sim, “Capturing God’s Heart”.  171 SB, vol. 8, no. 1, (Feb, 1935) 
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In the 1930s, several revivalist evangelistic rallies were organized. 
These rallies served two purposes. One, they were meant to evangelize. Second, 
they sought the awakening of those who were Christians, but were “lukewarm” 
in the faith. Members of the audience who accepted the message of the Gospel, 
or lukewarm Christians who had their faith rekindled, would then be asked to 
spread the message to others, and to continue encouraging one another. Those 
who wished to commit their time and energy to the work of evangelism were 
organized into small teams called evangelistic bands. Sung’s rallies were often 
a result of the interdenominational efforts of multiple churches. The MCAC and 
the Chinese-speaking Presbyterians were instrumental in bringing him to 
Malaya and Singapore. The hosting churches would arrange for interpreters to 
translate his sermons into the various dialects of their congregation if necessary 
While the social, political and economic conditions in Nanyang were 
very different from China, the cultural context was largely the same. Many 
Chinese were first or second generation migrants who were culturally Chinese 
and, in many respects, still saw China as their homeland. Problems of 
concubinage and ancestor worship (“idolatry” in Christian jargon) viewed as 
particularly Chinese manifestations of a universal, sinful human nature, had 
been “exported” from China. These “sins” were denounced by John Sung, while 
MCAC’s Committee on Public Morals also highlighted other “Chinese” social 
ills, like gambling, the buying and selling of children, alcoholism and costly, 
elaborate weddings and funerals.172 It was therefore reasonable for the leaders 
of the MCMC to think that Sung’s successes in China could be replicated in 
Nanyang. They were right: thousands converted as a result of his preaching, and 
                                                            172 Minutes of the first session, JMCAC, January, 1948, p.24 
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many more attended his rallies. Hundreds sent him off when he was sailing from 
Singapore to Shanghai.173  
Revivalist rallies were clearly popular amongst Christians and non-
Christians alike, even without the presence of prominent personalities such as 
Sung. Local Methodist preachers also preached revival, though perhaps without 
the same flair. Updates on the results of recent evangelistic and revival meetings 
across the region were regularly published.174 The spread of this information 
contributed to the growth of a regional identity, especially as readers were asked 
to pray for the success of revival and the continued well-being of other 
Methodist communities.  
My discussion in previous chapters has shown that, in the 1930s, the 
MCMC/MCAC maintained a strong interest in developments in China and its 
social and spiritual transformation, even though the Chinese Methodists in 
Nanyang were not able to participate or contribute meaningfully to this project 
of “national salvation”. In contrast, within Nanyang, the MCAC leaders were 
more active in converting people to Christianity and helping them to realize the 
need to repent of personal sins and social ills.175 Every church was tasked to 
“arrange Evanglistic [sic] meetings once or twice” in 1938.176 In 1940, even as 
the War waged on in China, the SB was advising local Christians on building 
stronger Christian families and evangelizing family members. Nanyang was not 
China, and local Chinese Methodists did not see it as their responsibility to work 
                                                            173 Lyall, A Biography, p.189 174 See, for example, SB, vol. 7, no. 6, (Dec, 1934) 175 See, for example, Paul Hang, Fan Xinfu zheng Dao ji My Christian Testimony, (1971), which is an anthology of Paul Hang’s sermons and articles. Paul Hang was the long-serving pastor of Hinghwa Methodist Church in Singapore, and held several key appointments within the MCAC through his years of service. 176 Minutes of the third session, JMCAC, December 1937, p.16 
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for its transformation or “salvation” on a “macro” scale, probably because 
Nanyang was not their home. Their discourse was naturally more focused on 
individual believers and evangelism, specifically within the local Chinese 
community and particularly through revivals. Given this emphasis on the 
conversion of the individual, and an authentic faith that resulted in evangelistic 
zeal and reforming of social ills, the MCAC could rightly be seen as being part 
of a global “evangelical” movement. Personalities like John Sung connected the 
MCAC to wider evangelical movements in China and other parts of the Chinese 
diaspora, while Paul Hang provided links to other evangelical Chinese Christian 
groups in Nanyang.177 
Revivalism was linked to the general aim of becoming self-sustaining: 
in order for the Church to cover its own expenses (seen as an important 
objective), it needed a wide enough membership for financial support.178 As a 
theology that called individuals to be converted and to become members of the 
Church (a commitment which included giving financial support), 
evangelicalism informed this strategy. New converts and spiritually renewed 
Christians would devote time and energy to further evangelism, thus helping the 
Church to become more self-sustaining and self-propagating.  
The enthusiasm for “revival” led by external preachers was, however, 
somewhat tempered by the MCMC’s fear of fragmenting into smaller groups 
and breakaway factions, especially since many of these revivalists and 
                                                            
177 For more information on Paul Hang’s role in the wider conservative evangelical movement among the Chinese Christians in Nanyang, see Joshua Sim’s “Captivating God’s Heart” 178 John Sung also saw the direct link between Chinese Christians giving financially to support their church, and its independence from missionaries. See Lyall, A Biography, p.98. This is also painfully evident from the examples of the preachers of the South-Central district of the MCAC during the Emergency, as discussed in Chapter Three. 
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evangelists were not directly accountable to the Conference or, indeed, even 
Methodists themselves. Protestant churches in general, are easily fragmented. 
Even though there was a desire to see numbers increase, the Church leaders 
were afraid that the revivals would grow out of their control and lead to the 
breaking up of the already small and fragile Chinese Methodist community. C.E. 
Fang, a pastor in Sitiawan, warned that “it is inadvisable to have further revival 
campaigns led from outside sources” because of the “numerous recent 
evangelistic campaigns that have been conducted in Malaya”. These 
evangelistic campaigns could have had the potential to draw converts away from 
the established churches, especially if they were led by itinerant preachers. 
Instead, the district Superintendents were to plan for evangelistic efforts 
together with the pastors under their charge.179 This new arrangement would 
ensure that the evangelistic efforts would be under closer control by the leaders 
of the MCAC. 
In discussions over the model of small, independent Christian groups 
and house churches, the SB warned that these small groups could turn to heresy 
and go astray.180 It cited the example of the “Little Flock”, a Christian group 
started in China by Ni Tuosheng, commonly called Watchman Nee, who left 
their own churches to follow him. It seems that these fears were exacerbated by 
the itinerant preachers and revivalists who were travelling through the region, 
seeking to borrow Methodist pulpits to preach their own message. These 
                                                            179 Minutes of the Second Session, JMCMC, January 1937, p.9 180 SB, vol. 9, no. 5 (May, 1936) 
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preachers, some unknown to the Methodist pastors, might have created 
differences in theology, or worse, caused congregational splits..181 
While the MCAC was generally concerned about the unity of the 
Methodist community, it is not very clear whether these concerns extended to 
John Sung. After all, Sung was an ordained member of the Hinghwa Methodist 
Conference in China who sought to strengthen existing churches rather than 
forming new ones. However, even though Sung himself always sought to work 
within existing churches, preferring to start preaching bands in partnership with 
congregations, one of the lasting consequences of his visits was the splitting of 
some more fundamentalist Christian groups from the mainstream evangelicals. 
Chin Lien Bible Seminary in Singapore, for example, was set up in 1937 as an 
independent institution keen to maintain its doctrinal purity by not being 
affiliated to any particular church or denomination. Later, in the 1950s, Timothy 
Tow, who was converted at one of John Sung’s rallies, started the Bible 
Presbyterian denomination in Singapore, a fundamentalist movement that broke 
from the mainstream Presbyterian Church to form its own denomination.182 
Many of these churches still trace their distinctiveness from other Christians in 
Singapore to the legacy of John Sung. 
The type of “revival” that the Methodist Church had hoped to see was 
not simply a general outpouring of religious piety and fervour linked to catalysts 
from outside, but one that was controlled within the confines of the institutional 
                                                            181 Koh, “Sung and Unsung”, pp.38-39 182 These developments are discussed in Sim “Captivating God’s Heart”. Fundamentalism, to define briefly, was a theological position that grew out of evangelicalism, in response to the modernist-liberal turn in American theological thought. It defined itself according to a set of “fundamental” statements of doctrine, and was particularly firm on the issue of biblical inerrancy, that is, the Bible is without error on all spiritual matters.  
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church. Revivals led by local Methodist pastors became the norm.183 The SB 
played an important role in the shaping of the theological character of the 
MCMC/MCAC through its constant emphasis on “revival” and rallies hosted or 
organized by the Methodist churches around Malaysia. In the 1930s, articles on 
evangelical revival sat side-by-side with discussions on “national salvation” in 
China. This suggests that the MCAC looked at China and Nanyang through 
different lenses, expressing hope for the national salvation and transformation 
of China, while working on evangelism and evangelical transformation of 
individuals and Chinese Christian communities in Southeast Asia.  
The evangelical revival movement in the MCAC during the 1930s and 
1940s bears similarities to revival movements in other parts of the world, across 
various time periods. Even though the MCAC was responding to circumstances 
that were historically unique, it did not come up with a wholly novel solution. 
Rather, evangelicalism, which was already becoming prominent in the 
American church and among the Chinese churches through the work of people 
like John Sung, was adopted by the MCAC to call people to deeper faith 
convictions and greater zeal in evangelism. While it is impossible to argue that 
the MCAC was unique in being evangelical, it should still be of interest to study 
how individual institutions in specific places came to be part of broader global 
religious movements. This history of evangelical revival and evangelistic rallies 
helps us to understand this process, and to see the role that well-connected 
individuals like John Sung played in facilitating the spread of evangelicalism 
world-wide. 
                                                            183 See, for example,  SB, vol. 9, no. 11 (November 1936) 
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After 1949, the Chinese in Nanyang began to see themselves more as 
people who were trying to find their place in Malaya, in preparation for 
independence (explained in Chapter Three), rather than as people whose 
loyalties were primarily to China. SB articles and editorials were almost 
completely devoted to evangelical faith, with little attention to developments in 
China. The social work done by the Church in the New Villages and amongst 
the youth, was covered in the Church News instead. This next section will 
discuss how the MCAC spread the Gospel in the context of the Malayan 
Emergency. 
Evangelizing in the Malayan Emergency 
Copies of the SB from 1940 to 1954 are missing from the archives. In 
the late 1930s, as shown in Chapter Two, its articles and editorials often dealt 
with social concerns. After a fifteen year break in source material, we come 
back to the SB, and find that its content has changed. The editorials and articles 
become overwhelmingly dominated by evangelical writings focusing on 
personal repentance and conversion.184 Articles also inform readers about the 
evangelistic zeal of Chinese Christians in other parts of the world. Hsueh Yu-
Kwong (more will be said about him later) travelled to Hong Kong and Taiwan 
to preach. In Hong Kong, he shared about the situation of the Church in Malaya, 
and immediately, the audience, made up mostly of university students, collected 
HKD420 for the evangelistic work in Malaya. In Taiwan, Hsueh noted the 
passion of the Taiwanese youth to evangelize the aborigines, and wondered why 
Nanyang Chinese were not reaching out to the Orang Asli.185 After visiting a 
                                                            184 See, for example, SB, vol. 23, no. 1 (Feb, 1956), p.3 185 SB, vol. 24, no. 4 (Aug, 1957), p.3 
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Youth Discipleship Conference in Indonesia, Hsueh asked the readers of the SB 
to keep the Indonesian church in their prayers. These are evidence of a growing 
Chinese evangelical network among the Chinese outside of China. 
The MCAC’s understanding of its work in the New Villages was 
strongly colored by its evangelical perspective. The spirit of Methodist service 
in the New Villages could be summed up by a song written to encourage people 












Promoting the service of Christ in the  New Villages/ Becoming fishers of men is the wish of Jesus/ Loving the Lord with all our heart, ability and will/ Loving people as ourselves sacrificially. Being salt and light, to lift up Christ as the Lord of all/ Not to worry about our daily needs, seeking only the Kingdom’s righteousness/ Spreading the Gospel, night and day/ Praying and reading the Bible, regardless of where we are/ Defeat Satan, singing the song of victory/ To the ends of the Earth, spreading the truth of Christ. 
 
The song, filled with Biblical phrases about devotion, evangelism, and 
self-sacrifice, suggests a consciousness about the localization of MCAC 
activities within Malaysia. Those who answer the call to serve are to be ready 
to go to 天涯海角, the sky’s edge and the ocean’s corner, a metaphor which 
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would normally refer to the most distant places to which God might call a 
Christian to go, i.e. “the ends of the earth”. Yet, in this context “the ends of the 
earth” are the New Villages; thus the global mission can be fulfilled locally. As 
a rallying cry across Singapore and Malaya, evangelicalism called people to do 
God’s work, even to the ends of the earth, starting with the New Villages. 186  
SB articles published in the latter half of the 1950s clearly reflect an 
evangelical perspective. One of the regular contributors, though not an officially 
affiliated member of the MCAC, was Hsueh Yu-Kwong. Hsueh was born in 
Perak but completed his tertiary and theological education in China. After his 
graduation, he returned to Malaya as an itinerant preacher. He initially signed 
on with the British authorities to serve in the New Villages. However, feeling 
that it was wrong to be salaried by the State to serve God, he became an 
independent preacher. Hsueh’s writings emphasized the core tenets of 
evangelical Christianity: repentance, personal piety, and active evangelism.187 
He warned against liberal theological approaches, which he considered akin to 
agnosticism or even atheism, the “legalism” of the Seventh Day Adventists, and 
the undisciplined spirituality of Pentecostals. He cited as a prominent example 
of “correct” Christianity the evangelist Billy Graham, who had become 
internationally prominent by the mid-1950s.188   
Rev. Su Tso-Yang, a lecturer at the Canton Bible Institute (which was 
operating in Hong Kong after 1949, and changed its name to Evangel 
                                                            186 SB, vol. 22, no. 1, (Feb, 1955) p.29 187 For examples of Hsueh’s articles see SB, vol. 25, no. 5, (Oct, 1958), p.1; vol. 25, no. 3, (Jun, 1958), p.1; and vol. 25, no. 1, (Feb, 1958), pp.1-2 188 SB, vol. 25, no. 3, p.1 Ironically, Graham was anathema to the most conservative fundamentalists, who felt he was too ecumenically-minded. 
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Theological College in 1965), was a colleague of Hsueh in the early 1950s.189 
Su had been inspired by John Sung, though in what context is not clear.190 The 
SB published several of his pieces, attempting to affirm the authority of the 
Bible in the face of challenges from science that claimed to disprove 
Scripture.191 The MCAC’s Rev. Tiang Cu Gi wrote caustically about Christians 
who gambled during the Chinese New Year or held onto “superstitious” 
Chinese ideas about premonitions.192 Rev. Lin Xin Shi (林新时), writing from 
the Chinese Methodist Conference in Burma, argued that Christians should not 
visit dance halls, movie theatres, gambling dens and other places of sin and 
vice.193  
Generally speaking, the evangelistic strategy of the 1950s differed from 
that of the 1930s. Instead of large rallies, the focus was now the SB. The 
publication could be given as gifts to potential converts, or readers could use its 
contents to evangelize on a personal basis, a task for which guidance was 
explicitly given.194 Thus the agency and initiative for evangelism shifted away 
from the Church leaders to the lay member. One possible reason for the shift 
away from revivalism could be the Emergency. Security conditions made it 
difficult for people to travel outside of their place of residence. A rally, though 
effective in attracting potential converts, could have been logistically more 
difficult to organize. And given the difficulty of travel, it would not have been 
likely to attract large crowds. During the Emergency, the MCAC’s evangelistic 
                                                            189 Hsueh Yu-Kwong, ling wo yisheng: Xue Yuguang mushi zishu (He Leadeth Me: An Autobiography), (Singapore: Serving In Mission, 2005), p.87 190 Lyall, A Biography, p.253 191 SB, vol. 24, no. 1 (Feb, 1957), p.3 192 SB, vol. 22, no. 1, (Feb, 1955), p.7 193 SB, vol. 22, no. 3, (Jun, 1955), p.4 194 See, for example, SB, vol. 23, no. 2, (Apr, 1956), pp.10-11. 
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work became intertwined with the prevailing difficult conditions. One writer 
evoked the wartime Sook Ching massacres, whereby the Japanese had led 
people surely towards death, as an analogy for the road to spiritual death offered 
by Satan.195. This message of choosing between life and death would have 
resonated with the local population in the context of wartime suffering and the 
ongoing Emergency.  
Chinese Evangelicalism and Transnational Christianity 
Despite this process of refocusing its evangelistic efforts, the MCAC did 
not become completely insular, but was increasingly connected to the wider 
global evangelical movement. After 1949, the MCAC was connected with 
evangelicals (now based outside China) such as Hsueh, Su, and Lin. MCAC 
pastors, through their travels and ministry, became bridges to other Chinese 
evangelical communities, thus expanding the informational network that shaped 
the SB readers’ imagined Chinese Christian community. During Hsueh’s years 
serving in the MCAC, he conducted training and spoke at rallies and Youth 
Fellowship events around the region, including Burma and Indonesia, as well 
as Hong Kong and Taiwan. Reports of his activities in the various communities 
were reported in the SB. Su worked as a missionary among the Chinese in New 
Guinea from 1955 to 1958, and wrote to the SB about the state of the Chinese 
church there. 196  Su challenged Chinese Christians everywhere to give 
themselves to missionary and evangelistic work. He proposed setting up a 
                                                            195 SB, vol. 22, no. 2 (Apr, 1955), p.13 196 SB, vol. 24, no. 1 (Feb, 1957), pp.5-7 
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seminary in Taiwan for the training of evangelists who would preach to other 
Chinese around the world and, eventually, back in China as well.197  
The SB also connected readers to the most visible global evangelical 
movement, Billy Graham’s crusades. Graham’s popularity around the world 
made him a symbol of global evangelicalism, with churches eager to invite him 
to their countries to speak. 198 Although Graham did not actually hold any rallies 
in Southeast Asia until the late 1970s, SB readers could follow his progress, just 
as they had done for John Sung and for Hsueh in the 1950s. Graham was also 
used as an example to impress upon readers that the way to reach out to the 
youth of the day was to be thoroughly evangelical in one’s Christian life.199   
In the 1950s, the MCAC’s connections beyond its boundaries were 
characterized by a shared evangelical theology. This connectionalism was 
ecumenical and universal, cutting across geographical and denominational 
boundaries (it stood in stark contrast to the explicitly anti-ecumenical stance of 
more fundamentalist denominations, which rejected any collaboration with 
Graham). These connections beyond Malaya and Singapore, built through 
individual Christian preachers and writers with transnational appeal and 
connections, shaped the MCAC into a Christian body that can be seen as part of 
the global evangelical movement. 
Cold War and Christian Evangelism 
                                                            197 SB, vol. 22, no. 6 (Dec, 1955), p.4 and vol. 24, no. 6 (Dec, 1957), p.24 198 Tu Yi Chao, Meiguo Jidujiao Fuyinpai ji qi dui guoji guanxi de yingxiang : yi Ge Peili wei zhongxin de kaocha American Evangelicals and international relations : reverend Billy Graham (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 2010) 199 SB, vol. 24, no. 1 (Feb, 1957), pp.9-12 
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The MCAC’s evangelistic zeal also became linked to the global 
Christian response to the “threat” of Communism in the early years of the Cold 
War. Within Malaya, the British authorities sought to win the hearts and minds 
of the people and inoculate them with Christianity as a bulwark against 
Communist influence. O.W. Wolters, before he became a respected scholar of 
Southeast Asian history, was a District Officer for Larut and Matang. He was 
invited to give a speech at the inaugural Youth Activities Week for the MCAC’s 
Taiping Youth Fellowship, held in a New Village. In his address, Wolters talked 
about “the great changes taking place in the lives of the people in the new 
villages throughout the country. He emphasized the responsibilities of the social 
workers in the New Villages. They needed to make life interesting for the 
villagers, he said, especially the young, and strengthen them to resist joining the 
terrorists in the jungles.”200 This echoes the sentiments of High Commissioner 
Gerald Templer, who saw the conflict as one that was “all out and on all fronts”, 
including “spiritual factors”.201 The Malaysian Message, the official organ of 
the MAC, also told readers that the British were bringing in Fijian soldiers to 
fight. Most of these Fijian soldiers were Methodists, and the Malayan 
Methodists were urged to show them brotherly love.202 The Methodists were 
thus key to the British strategy by building up the resistance of the New 
Villagers to the lure of Communism, and by showing brotherly love to those 
who were fighting on the frontlines. 
Arguably, it was the engagement with Communism that changed the 
tone of Christian missions in the 1950s. Missionaries reflected upon the “loss” 
                                                            200 MM, vol. 56, no. 7 (Sep, 1952), p.16 201 Richard Stubbs, Hearts and Minds in Guerrilla Warfare, p.147 202 Ibid., p.3 
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of China to Communism. Before 1949, idealistic Social Gospellers like 
Sherwood Eddy were still working on reforming Chinese society, so that people 
would be more resistant to the lures of Communism.203 After 1949, however, 
there was a change in missionary thinking. John C. Bennett, professor at Union 
Theological Seminary, had an article published in the MM in 1952, titled “The 
Next Period in Christian Missions”. In it, Bennett writes that “there has 
developed in the Churches which have a background of theological liberalism a 
surer grasp of the uniqueness of the Christian gospel.” He argues for evangelism, 
and the winning of the whole person to Christ to “prepare people to see the 
illusions in Communism”.204 The engagement with Communism had changed 
even more liberal Christians’ views towards the Church’s mission in the world. 
On a local level, however, not everything was couched in terms of an 
anti-Communist crusade. In the 1950s, the English-speaking MAC, led mainly 
by missionaries, was following its Chinese-speaking brethren in becoming 
increasingly evangelical. The Malaysian Message (renamed the Methodist 
Message in 1953) became an avenue to discuss the missionary work that was 
going on around Southeast Asia.205 Both the MAC and MCAC saw evangelism 
as an end in itself, rather than a means towards defeating Communism. The 
Chinese Methodist community, aided by the SB, was a dispersed but connected 
body which was now increasingly integrated into the global evangelical 
movement that offered Christianity to a world threatened by the Cold War.  
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Conclusion – Shifting Connections and Community building 
 
In 1968, the bill was passed in the American General Conference for the 
formation of an autonomous Methodist Church in Malaysia and Singapore made 
up of five Conferences. Along with the Sarawak Chinese and the Iban 
Provisional Conferences, The remaining three conferences, organized along 
linguistic lines, were responsible for Peninsula Malaysia and Singapore: the 
English-speaking Trinity Annual Conference (TRAC), Tamil-speaking 
Conference was named the Emmanual Tamil Annual Conference (ETAC), and 
the Chinese-speaking Chinese Annual Conference (CAC). The. TRAC and 
ETAC were formed out of the former Malayan Annual Conference (MAC).  
Earnest Lau records that, at the inaugural General Conference, the 
newly-elected Bishop, Rev. Yap Kim Hao, suggested that the Conferences’ 
names should not reflect linguistic differences, as it was a sign of a divided body. 
His recommendation had empirical backing, as some CAC churches had already 
started having English services for the English-educated children of their 
members. The CAC, however, dug in its heels and insisted on keeping the word 
“Chinese” in its name. Taking the cue from the CAC, the Emmanuel Conference 
also insisted on inserting the word “Tamil”.206 
Lau’s overall tone is one of disappointment that church leaders allowed 
their own stubbornness to get in the way of better integration between the 
Conferences. Perhaps a change of names would have made the internal divisions 
less obvious, and could have been a first step towards integration. But these 
                                                            206 Lau, From Mission to Church 
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sentiments, while well-meaning, underestimate the CAC’s efforts to build the 
network and to create a coherent, united theological position. It was not just a 
matter of ethnicity; after all, most TRAC members were ethnically Chinese as 
well. Rather, as this thesis has shown, being a member of the CAC meant a 
commitment to a socially-aware form of evangelicalism, to be a part of a 
regional and global evangelical network, and to be connected to Chinese 
Christians around the region. Perhaps the name “CAC” had become a 
recognizable “brand” that helped the Chinese Conference portray an identity 
that has been built up over two-and-a-half decades externally. 
 Internally, the leaders’ success in building up an autonomous Chinese 
Methodist connection (both as network and as theological community) meant 
that it was difficult to expect them to change the Conference’s name, with which 
they identified and under which they had become largely autonomous from the 
Western missionaries. TRAC and ETAC were new Conferences created out of 
the old MAC; the CAC, however, had a much older and autonomous history. 
Many, if not most CAC churches now offer church services in English, but the 
name “CAC” remains as the “call sign” of a network and a theological 
commitment that had developed through the years since the founding of the 
MCMC in 1936. Having survived the Japanese Occupation and the Emergency, 
the CAC community in Malaysia and Singapore would also survive 
decolonization. The Methodist Church in Malaysia and Singapore split to 
become two national churches only in 1976, long after the separation of the two 
countries.  
In the Introduction, I raised two main academic fields that I hoped to 
engage with through this thesis. The first is the study of Church history, and the 
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related field of the study of Christianity. The second is the study of Chinese 
Christians in Southeast Asia as part of the Chinese overseas. My critique of 
existing studies of Christianity and history of Christian communities is that, too 
often, they look only at individual communities within a bounded locale. This 
is insufficient, especially so for history of Methodism, a global movement. 
While Wesley himself travelled largely between England and the New World, 
the movement he founded would spread to all continents. The American 
Methodist movement had a system of Conferences that kept all missions 
accountable to the General Conference. The MCAC community is part of such 
a movement, and therefore, needs to be understood as part of a wider Methodist 
body. 
Yet, throughout this thesis, there has been little to say about how the 
missionaries or American leadership impacted the MCAC. This is because the 
MCAC came into being at a unique time in the history of Methodism, when the 
American Methodist movement was rapidly decentralizing, and also while the 
American General Conference has not figured prominently in the narrative, the 
MCAC’s history nonetheless remains intertwined with the global Methodist 
movement. 
Beyond the global backdrop that facilitated the emergence of the MCAC, 
the MCAC’s regional connections as part of the Chinese diaspora also shaped 
its concerns as a community. The MCAC was an active participant in the 
Chinese Christian discourse on China’s “national salvation” --a shared concern 
with the larger trans-border Chinese community worldwide. The Chinese 
Christians also had their network between Nanyang and China. A key element 
was the movement of people and ideas, best embodied in travelling preachers 
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like John Sung, but also manifested in many of the MCAC pastors and even 
members, who were migrants from Southern China. The identities that shaped 
the MCAC community, of being both Methodist and Chinese, are trans-border 
identities. This therefore necessitates a broader conception of the Chinese 
Methodists in Southeast Asia that takes into account how the MCAC leaders 
conceived of the Conference as one community, how they built the connections 
within the community, and how they tried to teach it to engage the world around 
it.  
The MCAC’s self-perception as a community was strongly affected by 
changes in the Chinese networks, and changes in the Nanyang political climate 
that had implications upon the religious environment. The 1950s saw a change 
in both of these key factors. The Communist takeover of China led to the 
expulsion of missionaries, and Christian connections between China and 
Southeast Asia were broken. The Emergency offered the MCAC both 
challenges and opportunities to evangelize. The breaking of connections with 
China narrowed the scope of concern for the Christians in Nanyang, who no 
longer felt able to contribute to China’s transformation. Instead, the MCAC 
turned its attention to building up the connections among Chinese Methodist 
groups within Southeast Asia. 
The Cold War environment also changed the way the MCAC conceived 
its role in Malaya and Singapore. The Cold War was viewed by the British as a 
conflict in which Christianity could be a valuable ally. The Emergency was 
therefore an unprecedented opportunity for the MCAC to engage with the larger 
Chinese community in Malaya and Singapore. The MCAC had, through the 
Cold War, become a key organ in the dispensation of hope. This offers insights 
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into the religious nature of the Cold War, and the secular causes for religious 
growth. Jonathan P. Herzog has already done such a study for the early years of 
the Cold War in the United States. 207  It seems likely that such a way of 
conceptualizing the Cold War was applied in other places as well.  
The Emergency was not just about opportunities, however. The creation 
of New Villages caused great damage to congregations that had substantial 
numbers of their members relocated. The MCAC’s response to the suffering of 
the rural churches and the urban-rural gap was a structural reorganization which 
demonstrated the uses of Methodist connectionalism as an organizational 
principle. The result was that the members of the MCAC were better able to see 
themselves as one community, concerned primarily with the affairs of local and 
regional churches rather than with China. 
The second issue that is glaringly missing from the SB is the lack of 
mention of political developments in Malaya and Singapore, beyond the 
Emergency. While the British administration enlisted the help of the MCAC to 
inoculate the residents against Communism, the other carrot dangled in the 
battle for hearts and minds was independence. When Malaya announced its 
independence in 1957, it was not mentioned in the SB. Beyond the evangelistic 
work in the New Villages, the SB made little mention of any other political 
events. Even in the 1930s, the MCAC was more concerned for political events 
in China than those in Malaya and Singapore, on which it barely passed any 
comment.  
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The absence of engagement with colonial state policies suggests that 
these Methodists did not see it as their mission to critique colonial rule. Rather, 
perhaps due to the opportunities to evangelize during the Emergency, the 
MCAC saw the State as an ally in their evangelistic mission. This would 
facilitate the belief that the Church and the State in colonial Malaya and 
Singapore shared common interests, thus softening any possible criticism that 
the MCAC might have had towards the British regime. In the Cold War climate, 
it might have been unwise for a Chinese organization to be seen as being 
anything but fully supportive of the British. By staying on the safe side, the 
MCAC could carry on with its evangelism without unwelcome scrutiny from 
State authorities. Beyond these two suggestions, a more nuanced account of the 
Chinese Methodists’ political stance would require a different research project. 
Themes Explored and Avenues for Future Research 
The beginning of this concluding chapter looked at how the CAC in 
Malaysia and Singapore held on to its own identity as a Chinese Methodist 
community. By 1968, several CAC churches were already offering church 
services in English. However, the word “Chinese” was still important enough 
to be fought for. What this thesis has done is to explain the history of community 
formation and connection building among the Chinese-speaking Methodist 
congregations, which helps to explain later developments in the history of the 
Methodist Church in Malaysia and Singapore. The experience of the MCAC 
from the 1930s to 1960 laid down an evangelical foundation for the MCAC that 
has lasted till today.  
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It should be remembered that the CAC grew in a time when the Chinese 
people in China and Nanyang were in a time of duress. In the 1930s, the Chinese 
diaspora shared in the grief of China’s plight, and sought spiritual and discursive 
resources to participate in China’s national salvation. The 1950s were a time 
when the Chinese overseas underwent a major change in lifestyles due to the 
Emergency. While the churches in Singapore were less affected by these 
measures than congregations in Malaya, they too became implicated due to the 
connectional system. The CAC churches in Singapore were part of the re-
organization that was the MCAC’s attempt to help its congregations cope with 
the difficulties of the Emergency. While it is hard to draw parallels between this 
episode in history and today’s context (especially in the case of Malaysia, where 
the Federal government is more wary of Christianity), perhaps a lesson that the 
Church can draw is that the MCAC grew most when its connectional system 
functioned to build a communal identity, and when it served the physical and 
spiritual needs of people in the New Villages. 
Academically, the case of the Chinese Methodists in Malaysia and 
Singapore is also interesting for scholars of Christianity in Asia. The suitable of 
evangelicalism as a theology to reach out to the Chinese overseas of Malaya and 
Singapore, and its reception by the people, goes against the grain of much of the 
studies on Christianity in Asia. Current studies of Christianity in Asia have 
tended to overemphasize the eclectic and syncretic. The Oxford Handbook of 
Christianity in Asia, for example, largely covers Asian theologies that have been 
absorbed into Asian culture and emerged as a syncretic religion that mix 
traditional Asian religions with Christianity.208 A recent seminar organized by 
                                                            208 Wilfred, ed., Oxford Handbook of Christianity in Asia 
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the Asian Research Institute of the National University of Singapore on the 
anthropology of Christianity in Asia has also placed a larger emphasis on the 
syncretic rather than how people understood and practiced a received, orthodox 
Christianity.209 It is assumed that a syncretic Christianity is somehow more 
appealing to Asian believers because it is familiar, and merges sacred practices 
from different sources.  
What the case study of the MCAC demonstrates, however, is that 
orthodox, conservative Christianity in the form of evangelicalism is also 
acceptable to Asian believers, and can in fact be developed by Asian Christians 
for Asian audiences. Evangelicalism was not an invention of Asian theologians; 
nonetheless, Asian pastors adopted it as the theology that they felt best 
expressed Christian truths and was most effective for converting people.210 As 
scholars of world Christianity increasingly focus their eyes on Asia and Africa, 
it would be helpful to note that Asians also have the agency to adopt 
conservative, evangelical theology. Only focusing on the syncretic and unique 
Asian theological innovations will blind us to the inroads that orthodox 
evangelicalism is currently making among the younger generation of Christians 
across Asia, and prevent us from hearing what Asian theologians are 
contributing to orthodox Christian theological discussions. Asians need not 
always be syncretic; they can exercise their agency to take on ideas that they 
deem to be true and beneficial.211 
                                                            209 To see the abstracts of the papers submitted for this seminar, see: http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/upload/events-pdf/20150227_ChristianityAnthropology_CW.pdf. Assessed on 18 August 2015 210 For example, Sim’s “Captivating God’s Heart” explains the reasons for fundamentalism’s continued survival among Chinese Christians in Singapore. 211 There have been a few studies on Chinese-speaking churches that are more conservative and evangelical. Fenggang Yang’s book, based upon his PhD dissertation, is a close 
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This scholarly task is especially urgent as evangelicalism is making 
large inroads among the young and well-educated Chinese, in both China and 
other parts of the world. A particular theology that emerged from the 
Anglophone world, evangelicalism has become one of the largest theological 
streams in present-day Christianity. While Pentecostalism has caught the eye of 
many scholars due to its tendency to be the faith of the grassroots and to its more 
distinctive manifestations, non-Pentecostal evangelicalism has found a home in 
many Christian communities, including the Chinese Methodists of Malaya and 
Singapore. This is interesting for scholars of Christianity, in examining how a 
global movement like evangelicalism becomes localized into particular forms. 
This should also be of interest to scholars of the Chinese overseas, as it is a case 
study of how a particular community participates in globalization through the 
adoption of a global religious movement.  
For the study of Chinese overseas, this study based on the MCAC offers 
a window to the fluidity and creativity of Chinese identities. The conversion to 
Christianity did not lead to the break-up of Chinese networks. The 
aforementioned ARI seminar began with the question, “What difference does 
Christianity make?” The evidence of the MCAC suggests that the leaders of the 
MCAC did perceive a great difference between the Christians and non-
Christians, and expected Chinese Christians to hold themselves to different 
moral standards, and to see the world through an evangelical lens. However, 
this religious conversion did not lead to a complete break with the Chinese 
                                                            sociological study of a Chinese, conservative, evangelical church in the United States, with examinations of how evangelicalism held the particular Chinese Christian community together (and made it difficult for others to join). Fenggang Yang, Chinese Christians in America: Conversion, Assimilation, and Adhesive Identities (University Park: The Pennsylvania state University Press, 1999) 
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Christians’ ethno-cultural identity. This was especially seen through the 
similarities between the Christians and non-Christians in their care for China, 
and the networks that connected Christians in Nanyang with those in China. 
These connections were broken due to the Cold War and the Emergency, which 
was a common experience with the rest of the Chinese overseas. Nonetheless, 
these Chinese networks have proven to be very resilient. Just as China is 
becoming more economically open to the outside world, Christianity in China 
has also benefited from more religious freedom. Within China, this has led 
partially to spectacular growth in the number of Christians in China. Of interest 
to this conclusion is that the greater freedom enjoyed by Christianity in China 
today has seen the re-establishment of connections between Christians in China 
and those in Southeast Asia. 
More generally, this thesis is built upon the examination of a key human 
activity: communication. The written communications that historians use as 
their sources can be put to many uses, and many skilled and creative historians 
have expanded our understanding of the past based on their reading of these 
sources. This thesis has tried to stretch beyond the re-telling of the history of 
the MCAC by looking at the community-building process that the SB was 
utilized for. Consequently, through the examination of the content of the text, 
one can make certain assumptions about the intentions of the editors. For the 
SB, communication was used to build community, bringing the Chinese-reading 
Methodists together into a united body.  
Many trans-border communities, with some adjustments to take into 
consideration the communities’ beliefs about the printed word and community 
building, use print material to maintain their identity and communal ties. 
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However, this connection is especially strong for Christianity, due to the 
fundamental belief that Christians are people united around the same God, who 
is accessible through a book. Thus, sacred literature, or words that mediate 
God’s will and presence, will often have a central role in the life and identity of 
a Christian community. Furthermore, the Church is the Body of Christ, and 
Jesus Christ is the revealed “Word (logos)” of God. Communication, 
community, communion – words bringing together the “body” of the revealed 
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